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A general class of infinite dimensional Dirac operators is defined in an abstract 
Boson-Fermion Fock space and some of their properties are studied. In particular, 
a path integral representation of their index is established, which gives a topologi- 
tally invariant integer-valued functional on a space of functionals with values in a 
Hilbert space. Further, it is shown that, in concrete realizations, the supersymmetric 
quantum theories associated with the Dirac operators yield the Wess-Zumino 
models in supersymmetric quantum field theory. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In the previous paper [l], the author considered a class of Dirac 
operators in an abstract Boson-Fermion Fock space (ABFFS) and 
established a path integral representation of their Fredholm index. In this 
paper, extending the framework of the theory presented in Cl], we develop 
an analysis on an ABFFS as an example of infinite dimensional analysis. 
The ABFFS 9 in which we work will be taken to be the tensor product 
of the Boson Fock space over a Hilbert space XC and the Fermion Fock 
space over another Hilbert space x. (in [ 11, only the case XC = XC is con- 
sidered). We define a general class of Dirac operators in 9, which includes 
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as a special case the Dirac operators discussed in [ 11, and study some of 
their properties. The main result of this paper is a path integral representa- 
tion of the Fredholm index of the Dirac operators, which gives an integer- 
valued functional on a space of functionals with values in XC. Since the 
Fredholm index is a topological invariant (e.g., [7,21]), it follows that the 
functional is a topological invariant. Thus we have found a topologically 
invariant integer-valued functional on a space of functionals with values in 
a Hilbert space. 
Generally speaking, Dirac operators may have a connection with super- 
symmetric quantum theory (SSQT) (e.g., [24, 11, 301 and references 
therein). We shall show that our abstract formulation in this paper is so 
general that it yields as examples supersymmetric quantum field models 
such as the Wess-Zumino models [13-191. 
The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section II, we define a general 
class of “free” infinite dimensional Dirac operators in 9. This family of 
Dirac operators is indexed by a densely defined closed linear operator 
A: 8. -+ &.. We prove the essential self-adjointness of them. A complex of 
the Rham type is associated with the free Dirac operators. We show that 
decomposition theorems of the de Rham-Hodge-Kodaira type hold with 
this complex. In Section III, we prove the Fredholmness of the free Dirac 
operators and compute their Fredholm index, which depends on the kernel 
of A and A*. Further, we show that the SSQT associated with A [4] is 
embedded into the SSQT associated with the Dirac operators. This gives a 
relation between a supersymmetric quantum mechanics (i.e., a SSQT with 
finite degrees of freedom) and a supersymmetric quantum field theory 
(SSQFT) (i.e., a SSQT with infinite degrees of freedom) in an abstract 
form. In Section IV, we consider a perturbation of the free Dirac operators. 
The perturbation is indexed by a function F from a topological linear space 
to x.. In Section V, for a class of F, we compute the square of the 
perturbed Dirac operators (the “Laplacians”). In Section VI, which is 
the main part of this paper, we derive a path integral representation of the 
Fredholm index of the perturbed Dirac operators. In the last section, we 
show that, in concrete realizations, the SSQTs associated with the 
perturbed Dirac operators give the Wess-Zumino models in SSQFT 
[ 13-173. In the Appendices, we give some technical facts, which are needed 
in the text. 
II. FREE DIRAC OPERATORS IN AN ABSTRACT 
BOSON-FERMION FOCK SPACE 
In this section we define a general class of free Dirac operators in an 
ABFFS, which is an extension of those introduced in the previous paper 
580/105!2-8 
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[l], and derive some properties of them. We begin with a brief review of 
Fock spaces. 
2.1. Boson Fock Space 
Let X be a real separable Hilbert space with inner product (., .)% and 
{d(f) I f E X’} be the Gaussian mean zero random process indexed by A@ 
on a probability measure space (E, &) so that 
The Hilbert space L*(E, dp) has the orthogonal decomposition (e.g., [27, 
Sect. I. 1 ] ) 
L’(E, d,a)= & f’,(~‘?‘) (2.2) 
It=0 
with r,(X) = C and 
r,(~)=dp(:~(fi)...~(fn):IfiE~,j= 1, . . . . n>, 
where Z{. . .} denotes the linear span of {-. .} and $(fi). . .d(fn): (the 
“Wick product” of the random variables #(fi), ,.,, &f,)) is defined by the 
recursion formula 
:4(f ): = 4(f )> 
$(fi) . ..#(fn). = !Nfi) $(f*) .*.d(f,): 
-j~*(f~,l,),:~(f2)...~...~(f.):. (2.3) 
(z) indicates the omission of d(h).) 
For a self-adjoint operator S in X, we define an operator Ho6(S) in 
L2(E, 4) by 
HOdSI Nf1)...df,):= k :~(fi)...~(sJ;)...Q(f,):, fj E w), (2.4) 
j=l 
and 
z&b(S) 1 = 0 (2.5) 
with domain 
~(~~b(W)=~{:d(f~)~~~$(f,):, 1 IfiED(S),j= 1, . . . . n, n> l}, 
where D(T) denotes the domain of the operator T. 
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It is well known that HOb(S) is essentially self-adjoint (e.g., [27]); we 
shall denote the closure by the same symbol. 
We denote by 2, the complexilication of X and by J, the natural 
conjugation on XC. Each element f of 8. is uniquely written as 
f=f, +if*, fl? fi E ,x. 
Then we define d(f) by 
4(f)=d(f,)+@(f2). 
Remark 2.1. It is well known that L’(E, &) associated with the 
Gaussian random process 4 is unitarily equivalent to a Boson Fock space 
in a “natural” way. For later convenience (Section VII and Appendix B), 
we describe the “natural” isomorphism between L2(E, dp) and a Boson 
Fock space: Let h be a strictly positive self-adjoint operator in X. We 
denote the natural extension of h to XC by the same symbol. Let Xi be the 
complex Hilbert space D(h) equipped with the norm I/f 11 = ,/‘? \lhf II,f,, 
f E D(h). Then the Boson Fock space &(X; ) over & is defined by 
where 0: Xi denotes the n-fold symmetric tensor product of ;X; (e.g., 
[Sect. 11.41). Let a(f ), f E ;X;, be the Boson annihilation operator in 
&(X1) (e.g., [24, 271). Then the “time zero field” is defined by 
V(f)=-!-- (a(hp!f)+a(h-Lf)*}, fE%. 
fi 
Let 9; be the Fock vacuum in &(&): 
sz~=(l,O,O )... }. 
Then there exists a unitary operator U: Fb(&) --) L2( E E, &) such that 
(i) UsZg= 1, 
(ii) Ua(fl)* ... a(f,)*@= J2” $(hf,) . ..qWf.):,f,~ & A 2, n > 1, 
(iii) &p(f) U-l =+4(f), f~ 2. 
For the proof of this fact, see, e.g., [27]. 
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2.2. Fermion Fock Space 
Let AC be another real separable Hilbert space and A” (XC) be the p-fold 
anti-symmetric tensor product of XC (A” (x,) = C). The Fermion Fock 
space Ff(XC) over XC is defined by 
3t,c%) = 6 A” (=%) 
p=o 
(2.6) 
(e.g., [23, Sect. 11.41). 
For gjEXC,j= 1, . . . . p, we define the vector g, A . . . A g, E AJ’ (K) by 
g, A ... * g,=l 1 4n)g,(l)O 
P! 
. . . 0 kTr(p), (2.7) 
ncu, 
where Pp is the permutation group of p letters and E(K) the sign of rr E Yp,. 
We shall denote by b(g) (g E XC) the Fermion annihilation operator on 
Ff(XC), i.e., b(g) is the bounded linear operator on Rf(XC) such that 
the adjoint-the Fermion creation operator--b(g)* maps Ap(XC) to 
A”’ ’ (XC) for all p 2 0 with the action 
4g)*gl * g2 * ... A gp 
=JptlgAg,A .‘. r\g,, gjEq, j=l,..., p. (2.8) 
(We use the convention that b(g)* is complex linear in g.) The following 
anti-commutation relations hold: 
wide &T’)* > = (g’, dx, (2.9) 
ib(g), W)) =o= {w*? w)*), $73 dE& (2.10) 
where (A, B} = AZ? + BA and ( ., .)XC is taken to be complex linear in the 
left vector (this convention applies to other inner products in the present 
paper). 
Every self-adjoint operator Tin X is naturally extended to a self-adjoint 
operator in XC; we shall denote the natural extension by the same symbol 
T. The second quantization C’(T) of T is defined as the self-adjoint 
operator in Ff(XC) such that 
C’(T) rAP(XC)= 5 Z@ ... @Z&Z@ ... @I, pb 1, (2.11) 
j=l 
dT/( T)  r A”(-%) = 0, (2.12) 
where Z denotes identity (e.g., [23, Sect. VIII.lO]). 
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2.3. Free Dirac Operators 
The Boson-Fermion Fock space in which we work is 
S=L2(E, dp)Qsy(.Tq). 
By (2.6) we have the orthogonal decomposition 
(2.13) 
R= & -Fp, (2.14) 
p=O 
where 
Fp = L2( E, dp) Q A” (x.). (2.15) 
By a standard theorem on tensor products of Hilbert spaces (e.g., [23, 
Sect. II.4]), we can identify 8 and FP with 
9 = L2(E, dp; 3.(x,)), (2.16) 
and 
pp = L2(S 4.c A” (X)1, (2.17) 
respectively, where L2(E, dp; V) with a Hilbert space P’ denotes the Hilbert 
space of V-valued L2-functions on (E, dp). In what follows, we shall freely 
use these identifications. 
In view of (2.17), we may regard Fp as a space of p-forms on E. 
We shall denote by S(KV) the set of all polynomials in n real variables 
with complex coefficients. 
Let A be a densely defined closed linear operator from e. to x such 
that (i) D(A) n .%? is dense in A?; (ii) A*A and AA* are reduced by X and 
X, respectively. We define a subspace $8(/’ c PD by 
@ii) = ~4(P(Kf, ), ‘..? dun)) g, A ... r\g,IPE~~([W”),.f,ED(A)n~~, 
gkE&,,,j= 1, . . . . n, k= 1, . . . . p,nbO}, pb 1, (2.18) 
gy’= 9{f’(&f,), . . . . 4(f,)) I PE 9(W), .tj~ D(A) n S, 
j=l , ..., n, n>,O}. (2.19) 
For all p 3 0, a(/’ is dense in gP. We define a linear operator 
d, /,19~-+.99~+, with domain D(d,,,) = 9$“) by 
d/t,p(P(W-i), . ..> Un))sl A ... A 8,) 
= $= i (ai p)(#(f,), ...) hfn)) Af; A g, A . A g, (2.20) 
,=I 
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and extending it by linearity to 9!$“, where (~,P)(x,, . . . . xn) = 
dP(X,) . ..) x,)/ax,. The following lemma easily follows from the definition 
ofd,,,. 
LEMMA 2.1. For all p 2 0, 
Rand,,,c9$“+‘) (2.21) 
and 
d d -0 A,p+l Asp- (2.22) 
Lemma 2.1 shows that the operator dA,p may be regarded as an infinite 
dimensional exterior differential operator. 
In order to show that dA,p is closable, we introduce another dense 
domain 922 c %P : 
9% = -wwf,)? .**7 cu)) g, A ... A g,(PEqR”),fiE~, g,ED(A*), 
j= 1, . . . . n, k = 1, . ..) p, n B O}. (2.23) 
LEMMA 2.2. For all p > 0, the aa’joint d& : %p + 1 + %p is densely defined 
with D(d&) 2 D$+‘) and given by 
di;,,W(fJ, ea.3 UJ)g, A ... * gp+l 
xg1 A ... A g, A ... A g,,,. 
In particular, d;,. maps 9jqpt+‘) to 9?? and 
C,,-d;,,=O 
on .S($+l), 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
Proof Formula (2.24) can be proved by using the integration by parts 
formula with respect to the measure dv. Formula (2.25) follows from 
(2.22). 1 
By Lemma 2.2, d:,, is densely defined. Hence dA,p is closable. We denote 
the closure of dA,p by the same symbol. 
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The set {d,, ,},“= ,, naturally defines an operator d, acting in the whole 
space 9: 
(d, Y)‘P)= d,,,-, Y’P “, p > 1, (2.26) 
(d, Y)‘O’ = 0, (2.27) 
with domain 
Y= (Y’P’),“_,EB( Y’P’ED(dA.p), f (jd,.,Y’q*< cc . 
p=o I 
(2.28) 
LEMMA 2.3. (i) The operator d, is densely defined, closed, and satkfies 
d:,=O. (2.29) 
(ii) The adjoint d: is given by 
(d; y)‘J”= d: p yI’P+ ” 
with domain 
p 2 0, (2.30) 
D(d,*)= Y= {Y”“},“_,E@[ Y’P+lkD(d;.p), p>O, 
i 
f Ild;,pY’P+‘)I12< co 
p=o I 
. (2.31) 
Proof (i) The closedness of dA follows from that of d,, p. By a 
limiting argument, we see that (2.22) holds on D(d,, P) for all p > 0, from 
which (2.29) follows. 
(ii) This is an easy exercise. 1 
We are now ready to define free Dirac operators acting in 5. Let 
QA=dA+d; (2.32) 
and 
&=i(dA-d:) 
with II = D(d,) n D(d,*) = D(&). 
(2.33) 
LEMMA 2.4. The operators QA and &, are closed symmetric operators. 
Moreover, we have 
(QAy,~,~)+(~,y,QA~)=O, ‘K @GDD~QA). (2.34) 
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ProoJ By (2.29) we have 
(dAY, d,*@)=O, YeI)( @ED(d:). (2.35) 
Hence, the closedness of QA (resp. &,) follows from [l, Lemma 4.11. 
The symmetricity of QA (resp. 0,) is obvious. Equation (2.34) follows 
from (2.35). 1 
We want to show that QA and Q, are in fact self-adjoint. To this end, 
we introduce the free Boson-Fermion Hamiltonian 
H,=H,,(A*A)OI+ZOdTf(AA*) (2.36) 
acting in 8, which, by a standard theorem on tensor products of operators 
(e.g., [23, Sect. VIILlO]), is non-negative and self-adjoint. Let 
@)= =wk4fd> . ..Y az)) !?I A ... A g,(PE~((W”),fJED(A*A)n~, 
g, E D(AA *), j = 1, . . . . n, k = 1, . . . . p, n > 0) (2.37) 
and 
~~,={Y’={Y”~‘}E~~Y(~)E~ (p), !@‘) = 0 for all but finitely many p}. 
(2.38) 
The subspace g0 is dense in 9 and a core of H,. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. The operators QA and 0, are self-a’joint and essen- 
tially self-adjoint on every core of H,. Moreover, the following operator 
equalities hold: 
H, = Q:, = o:, = d2dA + dAdA*. (2.39) 
Proof We first prove (2.39) on go and then proceed similarly as in the 
proof of Proposition 4.5 in [ 11. 1 
We see from (2.39) that H, is the “Laplacian” associated with the 
“exterior differential operators” {d, , d2 }. 
It follows from the definition of the second quantization dZJ .) that H, 
is reduced by all Fp (p > 0) and the reduced part H,, p is given by 
where 
H a,p=HOb(A*A)OI+IOd~~)(AA*), (2.40) 
dI’~‘(AA*) = dI”(AA*) r A” (z) 
is the reduced part of dI”(AA*) to A” (XC). 
(2.41) 
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PROPOSITION 2.6. 
HA.0 = d%od‘4,0, (2.42) 
H A,p=d~.pdA,p+dA,p~,d~.p-,, ~21. (2.43) 
Proof By (2.39), we see that (2.43) holds on G$(“) given by (2.37). 
Since H,,, is essentialy self-adjoint on @p) and d;, ,,d,,, p + d,4,p , d:, p , 
is a closed symmetric operator on D(d:,pdA,p)n (d,,,_,d:,, ,) (see 
Lemma 4.2 in [l]), (2.43) as an operator equality follows. 1 
The sequence (dA,p}FzO may be regarded as a complex of the Rham 
type, since d,,,, LdA,p = 0 for all p 2 0. It is interesting to consider the 
de Rham-Hodge-Kodaira type decomposition for this complex (cf. [26] ). 
PROPOSITION 2.7. For all p Z 1, 
~p=Rand,,,_,ORandl;,,OKerH,,, (2.44) 
and 
F0 = Ran d:,o@ Ker H,,,. (2.45 ) 
ProoJ This follows from applying Proposition A.1 in Appendix A with 
4 =9p-,, .%=Fp, -%=Fp+,, S=d,,,_ ,, and T=d,,,. 1 
One may deline a cohomology space HP for the complex {dA,p};zO as 
HP=Kerd,,,/Rand,,,--,, ~31. (2.46) 
and 
Ho = Ker cl,,,. (2.47) 
Then Proposition 2.7 yields the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. 
Ho = Ker H,,, (2.48 
andfor alIp> 1, 
dim W=dimKer H,,,. (2.49) 
Proof: Formula (2.48) follows from (2.42). To prove (2.49), we note 
that pp=Kerd,,,@Randj;,,. Comparing this with (2.44), we obtain 
Kerd,,.=Rand,,,+ ,@Ker H,,,. (2.50) 
Thus (2.49) follows. 1 
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It is natural to ask if there exists any subspace consisting of “smooth” 
p-forms on E which admits a decomposition like (2.44). We shall show that 
the subspace 
9 p,cc = coowA,p) (2.51) 
is such a space. 
Let 
~~~==w%wl), . . ..d(f.))g, A ... A g, A ... A gplPEww, 
fjE CyA*A), 
g,EP(AA*),j=l,...) n,k=l,..., Jqz>O}. 
Obviously we have CSz’ c %, oD for all p 2 0. 
(2.52) 
LEMMA 2.9. For all pB0, dA,p maps 92’ into 9z+l) and d& maps 
9??’ 1, into 92’. Moreover, for all p 30 and n > 1, 
K,p+ 1 dA,P=dA,PH;,p on CQ’ (2.53) 
K,Pd%P =d%,H”,,p+ 1 ong(P+l) m (2.54) 
Proof: The first half of the above assertion is obvious. As for (2.53) and 
(2.54), it is suflicient to prove them for the case n = 1. Using (2.43), (2.22), 
and (2.25), we can easily see that (2.53) and (2.54) with n = 1 hold. 1 
LEMMA 2.10. For all p 2 0, dA, p maps S&= into pp + ,,aa and d:,, maps 
9 p+ l,m into Fp,m- Moreover, for all p 2 0 and n 2 1, (2.53) and (2.54) hold 
with 92’ replaced by S$, oo. 
Proof: This follows a limiting argument using (2.43) and the fact that 
F p,ao is a core of H:,p for all n> 1. 1 
By virtue of Lemma 2.10, we can define 
aA,.=&. FL %p=dA*,p r=s+l,m, (2.55) 
which are linear operators from Fp+ to Fp+ ,,ao and Yp+ ,,co to @p,m, 
respectively. 
LEMMA 2.11. Suppose that 
info(A*A)\{O} >O. 
Then 
% p,m = RanW,,, r ~p,m)OKer HA,,. (2.57) 
(2.56) 
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Proof. By Deift’s theorem [S], we have 
a(A*A)\{O} =o(AA*)\,(O}. 
Hence (2.56) implies that 
infa(AA*)\{O}>O. 
Therefore it follows that 
inf o(H,,(A*A))\ {O} > 0, inf o(dT,(AA*))\ (0) >O, 
which imply that 
inf a(H,,,)\ (0) > 0. 
Thus we can apply Proposition A.2 in Appendix A to obtain (2.57). 1 
We are now ready to show that Fp,=, has a decomposition of the 
de Rham-Hodge-Kodaira type. 
THEOREM 2.12. Assume (2.56). Then, for all p 3 0, 
9 ,,,=Ran;2~,,_,0Ran~~,,OKerH,,,, (2.58) 
where we set z,, ~, = 0. 
Proof. By (2.57), it is sufficient to prove 
Ran A,. p = Rana,,,_,ORanal;,,, 
where 
Z? A.P- -HA,, r.Fp,,. 
It follows from (2.43) and Lemma 2.10 that 
(2.59) 
RanAA,p~RanaA,p~~,ORandj;,p. 
Let ‘YE&,,~ (pa 1). Then, by (2.57), there exist vectors V’, E.F~ ,. I 
and Y’, E Ker HA, p _ 1 such that 
y=fi,+, yy, + PT. 
Formula (2.43) implies that &I, _, Yv, = 0. Hence 
where, in deriving the last equality, we have used Lemma 2.10. Since 
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yEFp-l,co is arbitrary, it follows that Ran JA, p _ i c Ran 8,, p. Similarly 
we can show that Ran as,P c Ran A,, p. Therefore we have 
Rant7,,,=Rana~,~~,ORand,*,,. 
Thus (2.58) with p 2 1 follows. Similarly we can prove (2.58) with p = 0. 1 
III. FREDHOLMNESS AND THE INDEX OF 
THE FREE DIRAC OPERATORS 
In this section we discuss the Fredholmness of the Dirac operators 
defined in the last section and compute their index. We first recall some 
general definitions. For a densely defined closed linear operator T from a 
Hilbert space to another Hilbert space, the index i(T) is defined by 
i(T) = dim Ker T- dim Ker T*, (3.1) 
provided that at least one of Ker T and Ker T* is finite dimensional. If 
both (resp. one) of Ker T and Ker T* are (resp. is) finite dimensional and 
Ran T is closed, then T is said to be (resp. semi-) Fredholm (e.g., [21, 
Chap. IV, Sect. 51) and i(T) is called the Fredholm index of T. We set 
n(T) = dim Ker T. (3.2) 
We remark that if T is (semi-) Fredholm, then i(T) is invariant under 
“small” perturbations of T (see, e.g., [21, Chap. IV, Sect. 5-J). 
The Boson-Fermion Fock space P is decomposed as 
with 
a2 cc 
s+ = 0 R$, 97- = ($3 &,I. (3.4) 
p=O p=O 
The subspaces 9+ and 55 may be regarded as a space of even and odd 
forms on E, respectively. Let P, : 9 + SF& be the orthogonal projections 
and set 
I-=P,-Pp. (3.5) 
Note that r is written as 
(3.6) 
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where N, is the number operator in Ff(x;,): 
LEMMA 3.1. The operator r maps D(QA) into itself and 
on D(Q,). 
Proof: This is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.6 in [ 11. [ 
Remark. Lemma 2.4, Proposition 2.5, and Lemma 3.1 show that the 
quadruple {F, IQ,, oA>, HA, r> is a supersymmetric quantum theory 
(SSQT) (e.g., [24, 111). In the physics literature, the subspaces 5?+ and 
5K are called the space of “bosonic” and “fermionic” states, respectively; 
the self-adjoint operators (QA, QA} (resp. H,, f) are called the “super- 
charges” (resp. the “supersymmetric Hamiltonian,” the “Fermion number 
operator”). 
It follows from Lemma 3.1 and the self-adjointness of QA (resp. Q,) that 
there exists a unique densely defined closed linear operator QA, + (resp. 
Q,, + ): T+ -+ F- such that 
where 
QA,- =Q:.+, L=&,.5 (3.10) 
and the matrix representation is taken in correspondence to the representa- 
tion of vectors YE 9: 
(3.11 ) 
The main result in this section is the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. (i) Zf A is Fredholm with n(A) =O, then QA,+ and 
DA. + are Fredholm with 
i(QA, + I= i(QA,+ I= ao,n(A*). (3.12) 
(ii) 
0 
If.4 is semi-Fredholm with n(A) >, 1 and n(A*) = 0, then QA, + and 
A,+ are semi-Fredholm with 
i(QA.+)=i(eA,+)=n(QA.+)=n(&A.+)= +a. (3.13) 
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In order to prove Proposition 3.2, we need some preliminaries. We first 
note that H, is reduced by F.. . In fact, we have from (3.9) and (2.39) 
(3.14) 
where 
H A,* =e:,.eA,. =&;,.DA,k. 
It follows from (3.15) that 
Ker H,, _+ = Ker QA, + = Ker o,, *. 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
Hence we obtain 
~(QA,, )=n(Q~,+)=n(ff~,+) (3.17) 
and 
i(QA, + I= i(QA, + I= n(HA, + ) - ~(HA, - 1. (3.18) 
Remark. In view of SSQT (Remark after Lemma 3.1), the quantity 
n(H,, + ) - n(H,, _ ) is called the “Witten index,” which physically means 
the number of bosonic zero-energy states minus the number of fermionic 
zero-energy states. Relation (3.18) shows that the Witten index is the index 
of an operator. This holds for any SSQT (e.g., [3,4]). 
In terms of the reduced part H,,, of HA to Fp (see (2.4Ok(2.42)), we can 
write HA, f as 
00 
H A,+ = ; HA,,, HA,- = @ HA,P+I. (3.19) 
p=o p=o 
Therefore 
cc 
Ker HA, + = @ Ker HA,,, KerH,,- = 6 KerH,,,,,,. (3.20) 
p=o p=o 
LEMMA 3.3. (i) rf n(A) = 0, then n(H,,,) = 1. 
(ii) Zfn(A) > 1, then n(H,,,) = + 00. 
(iii) Zfn(A) = 0, then 
n(H~,p)= 
1 <pi+*) 
p>n(A*). 
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(iv) Ifn(A) > 1, then 
n(HA,,)= 
i 
+cO; 1 <p<n(A*) 
0; p>n(A*). 
Proofs. See Appendix B. m 
LEMMA 3.4. (i) Zf n(A) =n(A*)=O, then 
n(Qa,+)= 1, n(Q,. )==O. 
(ii) Zfn(A)=O and 1 <n(A*)< 00, then 
C~(~*)l21 
n(Q,,+)= c 
p=O 
and 
where [x] denotes the Gauss symbol. 
(iii) Zfn(A)=O and n(A*)= +oo, then 
n(Qa,.)= +a. 
(iv) Zfn(A)2 1, then 
n(QA,+)= +m 
and 
1 <n(A*)<cc 
n(A*) = 0. 
Proof We have from (3.20) and (3.17) 
n(QA, +) = f n(H,,2p), n(Q.d= f n(HA,2p+l). 
p=O p=o 
Hence, using Lemma 3.3, we obtain the desired results. l 
Proof of Proposition 3.2. It is not so difficult to show that a densely 
defined closed linear operator B from a Hilbert space to another one is 
Fredholm if and only if inf a,,,(B*B) > 0 and inf c,,,(BB*) > 0 (cf. [4]), 
where cess( .) denotes the essential spectrum. 
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(i) Let A be Fredholm with n(A) =O. Then, by Lemma 3.4(i)-(ii), 
dQ,, f 1 < co. By the above criterion, we have inf oess(A*A) >O and 
inf oess(AA*) > 0 (note that if A is Fredholm, then so is A*). Therefore, by 
the spectral property of the second quantization operator, inf eess(HA) > 0. 
Hence, by (3.15), we obtain inf a,,,(Q;, k QA, + ) > 0. Therefore, using the 
above criterion again, we conclude that QA, + is Fredholm. Similarly we 
can show that DA,+ is Fredholm. Formula (3.12) follows from (3.18) and 
Lemma 3.4(i)-(ii). 
(ii) The proof for the semi-Fredholmness of QA, + and 0,. + can be 
done as in part (i). Formula (3.13) follows from Lemma 3.4(iv). 1 
Remark. In view of SSQT, (9, { QA, Da}, H,, r} describes a free 
supersymmetric quantum field theory (SSQFT) in an abstract form (see 
Section VII for examples). On the other hand, given A: yt”, -+ Xc,, one can 
construct a SSQT which corresponds to a supersymmetric quantum 
mechanics (SSQM) in an abstract form. Let 
which act in the Hilbert space 
Then qa is self-adjoint and 
It is easy to show that the quadruple { Y, qa, h,, y} is a SSQT (e.g., 
[24, 111). We want to show that the SSQM { Y, qA, h,, y } is a reduced 
part of the SSQFT f@“, (Q,, DA}, H,, r>. We first identify Y as 
y= L-~,wN3A”Lmo C~o(Ju@A’ (%)I. 
With this identification, H, is reduced by Y. Let P, be the orthogonal 
projection from 9 onto Y. Then we have 
P,H,f=‘.=h,, P,Q,f’.=q, 
and 
P,TP,= y. 
Thus the desired result follows. 
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IV. PERTURBATION OF THE FREE DIRAC OPERATORS 
In this section we consider a perturbation of the operators QA and QA. 
For each FE L2(E, dp; x.), we define an operator g(F) in 
9 = L2(E, djq +(XC)) by 
m Y’)(d) = W(4)) Y(4), 
with domain 
a.e. do E, YYE, (4.1) 
N&F)) = ‘YE 9 
1 I 
j- 
E 
llWt4)) W)l/>,dc1< 00 
i 
3 (4.2) 
where b( .) is the Fermion annihilation operator on Rf(XC). The operator 
a(F) is densely defined and closed. Its adjoint is given by 
(6(F)* ‘f’)(d) = W(d))* Y(4) (4.3 1 
with domain 
W&F)*) = 
i I 
‘YE 9 j- 
E 
lIW(#))* ~u(d)ll$, 4 < a 
I 
. (4.4) 
We shall perturb QA and Q, by perturbing d, as 
dA(F)=dA+&F)*. (4.5) 
LEMMA 4.1. Let FE L2+a(E, dp; XC) with some a>O. Then, d,(F) is 
defined on 9g, and closable with D( (d, (F) r 9,,)* ) 3 5B0 and 
(d,(F) /x30)*=d:+%(F) (4.6) 
Proof It is obvious that gO c D(d,). Let YE s&, with Y”‘) = 
P(W,)T . ..Y 4(L)) g, A .‘. A g,. Then we have (b(F($))* Y(q5))(p) = 
P(qlU-11, .--T #Wfb(F(Q)))* g, A ... A gP-, and hence, using the Holder 
inequality, we obtain 
s E lIW(#))* Yu(4)ll$, & 
finite 
a s 
IP($(f,),...,4(fn))l* lIWll2,, llg, * ... * g, dl’dp 
P 
E 
finite 
a IP(Wi)> . ..> UJ)12” & 
P (1 
E > 
l/B 
> 
Z/(2 + a) 
X llW)ll:,+” 4 l/g, A .‘. A gp -IlIZ<% 
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where l/p + 2/(2 + a) = 1. Therefore, YE D@(F)*). Thus go c D(d,) n 
D(b”(F)*). In the same way, we can show that g,, cD(dX)n D&F)) and 
(4.6) holds. Therefore, d,(F) is closable. i 
We denote the closure of dA(F) r g0 by the same symbol. Let 
and 
Q.+,(F)=d,(F)+d,W* (4.7) 
&i(F) = i(dA(F) - d/l(F)*) (4-g) 
with D(QA(F)) = D(QA(F)) = D(d,(F)) n D(d,(F)*). Then, as in the case 
of QA and QA, one can show that QA(F) and DA(F) are closed symmetric. 
In what follows, we assume the following. 
(A.1). The operators QA(F) and eA(F) are essentially self-adjoint on 
the domain gO. 
LEMMA 4.2. The operator r maps D( QA (F)) into itself and 
V, Q,(F)> =O {K &#)I =O (4.9) 
on D(QA(F)). 
ProoJ This is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.6 in Cl]. 1 
By Lemma 4.2 and the self-adjointness of QA(F) and o,(F), there exists 
a unique densely defined closed linear operator QA(F) + (resp. DA(F)+ ): 
g+ --f SC such that 
&JF): 
0 
. (4.10) 
Our purpose is to compute i(QA (F) + ) and i( &, (F) + ). For a class of F, 
this can be done by employing the heat kernel regularization method (e.g., 
[l, 7, 13-171). This method requires us to find explicit forms of the 
“Laplacians” (“supersymmetric Hamiltonians”) defined by 
ff, 09 = QA (F)‘, f&(F) = &,(F)2, (4.11) 
respectively. In order to do that, however, we need some technical 
considerations, which will be done in the next section. 
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V. EXPLICIT FORMS OF THE LAPLACIANS 
In what follows, we assume that the set E is the topological dual of a real 
complete locally convex space E and satisfies 
with the following properties: (i) ,!? is dense in 2’; (ii) For all f~ ,!?, the 
Gaussian random variable 4(f) . is realized as the dualization (4, f ) 
between 4 E E and f~ E; (iii) If 4 E 2 and fo & then (4, f) = (4, f),, 
For a function Y on E, we define the “gradient” V Y’: E -+ 8. by 
((vYu)(~$), f)XC = lim Y(‘+ “,‘- y(‘), 
E--r0 (5.1) 
provided that the right hand side exists for all f~ 2 and a.e. 4 E E. We 
define V, Y: E + @ by 
V,y= (W Jxf lx<, fEiq. (5.2) 
Let 
r,,(~)=~{P(~(f,),...,~(f,))lPE~([W”),fiE~,j=l,...,n,n>,O}. 
(5.3) 
It is easy to see that for all YYE r,,(X), VY exists. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let YE L2+‘(E, &) with c( >O. We say that Y is in 
W I,2+l(E) if and only if there exists a function YF/, E L2+‘(E, dp; 8) such 
that for al @iEr,,(S) and fE&’ 
The function Y, is uniquely determined. We write it as 
Y, =QY. (5.5) 
Remark. If YE r,,(2), then VY =VY and (5.4) is nothing but the 
integration by parts formula with respect to (w.r.t.) the measure p. Hence 
V may be a generalized gradient. 
The space r,, (X) is dense in L’(E, dp). Hence V is regarded as a den- 
sely defined linear operator from L*(E, dp) to L’(E, dp; XC) with domain 
D(V) = r,,(X). We denote its adjoint by V*. By the integration by parts 
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formula w.r.t. p, we see that D(V*)=J~,,(X)@~~ (the algebraic tensor 
product) and hence V r r,,(S) is closable. 
The following lemma will be used later. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let FE L2(E, dp; XC) be such that (i) for a.e. 4~ E, 
FED, and A*FeD(V*); (ii)for all gE%, (F, g),E W,,2+,(E) 
with some ct>O. Let 
ci",,w)=~PMft)9 . ..Y 4m)I~~ww, 
fjED(A)nX,j= 1, *.., n, n20). (5.6) 
Then, for all !P E Trn.a (X), 
(y, V*A*f'hcE,dp)= c, (‘K (FAA*eJ- (VF,, JJr”A*e,)))L2cE,dp), (5.7) 
where {e, } F= 1 is an arbitrary complete orthonormal system of xc with 
e,ED(A*), na 1, and 
F, = (F, en),. (5.8) 
Furthermore, if A*F(q4) E Y? for a.e. 4 E E, then V*A*F is real-valued. 
Proof: Let YE r,,,.(X). Then, for a.e. 4~ E, (V!P)(~)ED(A). Hence 
we have 
= nz, J‘WK A *eJxcFn 4. 
Then (5.4) yields (5.7). If A*F(#) E X for a.e. 4 E E, then (!P, V*A*F)L2CE,Wj 
is real for all real !PYE r,,,(X). Thus it follows that V*A*F is real. 1 
DEFINITION 5.3. Let F: E+ XC be such that for all gE XC, 
UT gL,rcE W1,2+a (E) with some cc > 0. Then we define the linear operator 
d,(4): X + 8 by 
We introduce a class of functions F used to define QA(F) and &(F). 
DEFINITION 5.4. We say that F: E--f XC is in Ra( E; SC) (~1) 0) if and 
only if the following conditions (i)-(iv) are satisfied. 
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(ii) For a.e. GEE, F($)ED(A*), A*F(#)EX, A*FED(V*), and 
go c D(V*A*F). 
(iii) For all gE%,, the function (F, g),c: E-62 is in W,,,+,(E). 
(iv) For a.e. $E E, Ran J,&,(d), Ran 6,(d)cD(A*A), and the 
operators AJ.,6,(d)J,x and Ah,(d) are Hilbert-Schmidt on x. with 
where Jj . jJ 2 denotes the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. 
Let FE P&(E, Xc). Then, by (iv) in Definition 5.4 and Lemma C. 1 
in Appendix C, we can define the operators b*AGFb*, b(AG,)*b, 
b*AJ,,,6,Jxb, and b*(AJ,d,J,,)b on the domain 
Ffin=6p{PrI/‘P’I PErfin( IjVPkAbp’, p>,o, @P)=O 
for all but finitely many p}. (5.10) 
(See Appendix C.) We define 
Hb,r= b*AG,b* + b(A6,)*b + b*(AJ,d,J,% b + b*(AJ,,a,J,,)*b (5.11) 
with D( H,, f) = 4,) which is a symmetric operator. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let FE Fu(E; &) for some c( > 0. Then $13~ c
D( H, (F)) and H, (F) is given by 
HA(F)= H, +V*A*F+ llFll&+ H,,f (5.12) 
on ~3~. Furthermore, we have 
H,(F) = A,(F). (5.13) 
Proof Let Y, @ E go. Then we have 
@A(E?Y QA(F)~)=(Y,HH,~)+(d,Y,b”(F)~) 
+ Cd, y, &F)* @P) 
+ (d; Y, 8(F)@) + (d: Y, 6(F)*@) 
+ (y, IIFllZ @I, (5.14) 
where we have used (2.39) and (2.9). Let (en}:= , be a complete ortho- 
580/105/Z-IO 
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normal system of X with e, E D(A*), n 2 1. Then, after some tedious 
calculations using the “integration by parts formula” (5.4), we find 
(d,4 Y, 5(F)@) + (dA Y, is(F)*@) + (dA* Y, 5(F)@) + (dA* Y, 6(F)*@) 
= fl (Y, {Z(AOF,)*b(e,)* + b(e,)%(AVFJ + &AJ,QF,)*b(e,) 
+ f (C {FA(A*e,)- (TF,, J,A*e,)}@), 
n=l 
(5.15) 
where F, is given by (5.8) and we have used condition A *F(b) E S to 
cancel terms containing derivatives V. Obviously we have 
AQF,, = Ad,e,, AJ,vF,, = AJ,d.J,e,. 
Therefore, by Lemma C.l in Appendix C, the first term on the right hand 
side of (5.15) is equal to ( Y, Hb,/ @). By Lemma 5.2, the second term on 
the right hand side of (5.15) is equal to (Y, (V*A*F)@). Substituting these 
results into (5.14), we obtain 
(QA (F) y> Q,(F)@) = (ul, (HA +V*A*F+ llFll$c + H&W (5.16) 
Since G&, is a core of QA(F) by assumption (A.I), (5.16) extends 
to all YED(Q~(F)). Hence QA(F)@eD(QA(F)) and QA(F)‘@= 
(H, +V*A*F+ llFll>c + H,,)@. Thus (5.12) follows. Similarly we can 
show that 
@A(F) Y &NW) = (‘C H,(F)@) 
for all Y, @ E ~9~. Therefore, (5.13) follows. 1 
In the same way as in the free case (cf. (3.14k(3.18)), it follows from 
(4.11) and (5.13) that 
~QA(F)+)=~&AF)+). (5.17) 
VI. PATH INTEGRAL REPRESENTATION OF THE INDEX OF 
THE PERTURBED DIRAC OPERATORS 
In this section we derive a path integral representation of i(QA (F) + ). 
The method is similar to that in [l]. 
In what follows, we assume the following: 
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(A.11) The operators A*A and AA* are strictly positive and (A*A)--;“’ 
is Hilbert-Schmidt on 2 for some y > 0. 
Let sP,(A*A) be the completion of X in the norm Uf /( y= 
Ij(A*A)P”2f (1, fE X. Then one can take the set E to be 
E= sCJA*A). 
(See Appendix D.) 
We shall denote by -ab(&) the pth Schatten class on the Hilbert space 
~2’ and by 1). JJP the norm 
jIAllp= {Tr(A*A)pi2}‘ip, AE.4, 
where Tr denotes trace. 
It follows from assumption (A.11) that exp( - tA*A ) E 9, (8.) for all t > 0. 
Further we have 
LEMMA 6.1. For all t>O, ePrAA*EX,(z,) and 
Tre- tAA* = Tr e-rA’A, (6.1 1 
Proqf: It is well known [S] or easy to see that 
a,(A*A)\ {0} =o,(AA*)\{O)> (6.2) 
and 
dim Ker(A*A - A) = dim Ker(AA* - jk), 
1 E a,(A*A)\ (0) = o,(AA*)\ (O}. 
(6.3) 
Therefore exp( - tA*A) E 9, (2C) implies exp( - tAA*) E Yr (z) and 
(6.1). I 
Henceforth we set 
Ho,= H,,(A*A), H,= dT&AA*). (6.4) 
It follows that, for all t > 0, exp( - tH,,) E Y,(L*(E, dp)) and 
exp( - tH,) E 9, (Pf( x.)) with 
Tr e-%h = 
1 
det(1 -ePrAIA) (6.5) 
and 
Tr(ei”“Nfe-‘“o/) = det( 1 + (1 - 28)e m’AA*), o=o, 1, (6.6) 
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where det( 1 + .) denotes Fredholm determinant (d.g., [25, 28, 291). Conse- 
quently exp( - tHA) E Yi (Y) for all t > 0. 
LEMMA 6.2. For all t > 0, 
Tr(fe-‘“A) = Tr(einN/eerHO/) Tr(e-‘“Oh) = 1. (6.7) 
Proof. By (6.2) and (6.3), we see that 
det( 1 - e-‘a*a) = det( 1 - ewraa*), 
which, combined with (6.5) and (6.6), yields (6.7). 1 
Remark. We have 
i(&,+) =Tr(Te-‘““) (6.8) 
independently of t > 0 (e.g., the Lemma in Appendix B of [ 1 I). Hence (6.7) 
follows also from (6.8) and Proposition 3.2(i). 
We next give trace formulas associated with exp( - /?Hof) (/I > 0). Let 
ICIIu-)=w-)*~ ti2(f) = WI f E %? (6.9) 
and define 
$,(t, f) = eCfHo4jp(f)e’“~, t>o, p=l,2. (6.10) 
with D(lC/,(t, f)) = D(e’““‘). It follows that 
vQl(t, f) c 4epfAA*f)*, IC/dt, g) = MetAA*g) 
for all f~ & and g E D(erAA*). We define 
(6.11) 
(6.12) 
for bounded operators X on Ff(Xc). Let 
The function S,,( t, f; S, g) is explicitly given as follows (see [ 1, Lemmas 3.1 
and 3.33): 
s,,(t,f;s,g)=S22(t,f;S, g)=O (6.14) 
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S,2(t,f;s, g)= 
o<t<s<p 
O<s<t</3 
(6.15) 
= cc 2nrci -’ AA* +- > > ei2nn(t ~ 7)//I =- nsL B f,s B xc 
(It-i #O, p) (6.16) 
for all k g E ZI(ePA*). Obviously we have 
S21(f,LS, g)= -S,z(s, g; t,f). (6.17) 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let f;, gjE D(eflAA*), j= 1, 2, . . . . 
(i) Let O< t, < t, < ... < tzn<fl. Then 
(~,,(tl,fi).‘.~~*,(t*,,f*n)),:8=Pf(Slc,,r,(ti,.f,; t,,fi)h (6.18) 
where Pf denotes the pfaffian with respect to the indices i, j= 1, . . . . 2n. 
(ii) LetO<t,<s,<t,<s,< ... <t,<s,,</?. Then 
<~(t,,f,)*~(s,? glMtZ,f2)*N~*? gz)'~~~(tn?fn)*~b~~ &J),;/i 
=det(s~z(ti,fi;s,, gj))v (6.19) 
where det denotes the determinant with respect to the indices i, j= 1, . . . . n. 
Proof. See [l, Lemma 3.21. 1 
Let FE T=(E, &.) with some tl> 0 (Definition 5.4). Set 
H, = HOh + W,, 
where 
W,=V*A*F+ l\Fl\$,, 
and 
H=H,+H,, 
so that we have from (5.12) 
H,(F)=H+Hb,, 
(6.20) 
(6.21) 
(6.22) 
(6.23) 
on sO. We shall assume the following: 
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(A.111) (i) H, is essentially self-adjoin2 on D(H,,,)nD( W,) and 
bounded from below: Hb 2 - Eh with a constant Eb E R. 
(ii) For all t > 0, exp( - tHb) E 3, (L2(E, d,a)). 
(iii) For some 6~(0, l), H,,(H+E,+ 1)-6~.Y,(9). 
LEMMA 6.4. For all t > 0, exp( - tHA(F)) EYE and 
,-1H.m = e-lH + f (-l)“~‘dt.~‘“dt~~I~..~‘idt~ 
n=l 0 0 0 
xe- ~IHH~,~,-(~~~~I)HH~,/. . .e-(~~~~~-I)HHb,~e-(‘-l~)” (6.24) 
Proof This is an application of the Lemma in Appendix A in [ 11. 1 
LEMMA 6.5. The operator QA(F), is Fredholm and 
independently of j3 > 0. 
(6.25) 
ProojI By the fact exp( -/?HA (F)) E Xi(F), exp( -/IHA( is compact. 
Consequently, H,(F) has a purely discrete spectrum and each eigenvalue 
of HA(F) has a finite multiplicity. In particular, dim Ker H,(F) < co. Then, 
the Fredholmness of QA(F)+ follows from an argument similar to that in 
the proof of Proposition 3.2. Formula (6.25) is a special case of a standard 
general formula in index theory (e.g., [ 1,4, 7, 13-171). 1 
For technical reasons, we consider the two cases (Ad,)* = J,AG,J, 
and (Ad,)* # J,AGFJ, separately in deriving a path integral representa- 
tion of i(QA (F) + ). 
In what follows, we denote by @, the Gaussian random process given by 
Lemma D.l in Appendix D with h = A*A and by (EB, dp,) the underlying 
measure space, fixing /? > 0. 
6.1. The Case (Ad,)* = J,AG,J, 
The operator 
LA+) = AJ,d,J, + (AJ,~,J,)* (6.26) 
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is an element of ,a,(%~) for a.e. 4 (Definition 54(iv)). For a.e. @E E,j, we 
introduce an operator KF(@) on L*([O, /?I: x.) by 
(K,(@)f)(t) = LA@,)* {(-$+AA*) ‘f}(t), (6.27) 
where a/at is defined with the periodic boundary condition on [0, p]. 
Remark. Since AA* is strictly poitive by assumption (AJI), 
((a/at)+ AA*)-’ is bounded on L’([O, j?]; Xi). Using the unitary 
equivalence between L2( [0, fl]; x.) and 12((27r//?)Z; x.), we have 
where 
f(+j)-(t)edt, 
Ji? 
.fE L2( co, Bl ; x 1, 
Hence ((a/at) + AA*)- ’ is unitarily equivalent to the operator 
((2n74B) + AA*)-’ on 1*((27c/fl)E; &). 
LEMMA 6.6. Assume that 
s B II-L-(WI: dt < ~0. (6.28) 0 
Then, KA@) E 4(~5~(Co, 81; X.1). 
Proof: By Fourier analysis (see the above remark) and using (6.15) and 
(6.16) we can show that 
(6.29) 
with 
C,(t,~)=e(t--S)(f-e~~~~‘)-‘e-~‘~’~~~* 
-&- t)(l -e/JaA*) l,(.s--M*, (6.30) 
where O(t) is the Heaviside function: e(t) = 1 for t > 0, 0(t) = 0 for t -C 0. 
Therefore, K, is written as 
(KA@)f)(t) = jd' K,(@; 2, s)f(.y) ds (6.3 1) 
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with 
a@; t, s) = LF(@t)CA(t, s). 
Then we have 
(6.32) 
B I s p /lK,(@; t, s)lldt ds 0 0 
~(11(1-e-8”“‘)-1/12+IjeaAA*(1-ePAA*)-1J12) 
x B B llwJ,)ll: dt s 0 
< a, 
where 11 .I( denotes operator norm. Therefore KF(@) E 9*(L2( [0, fl]; X,)). 1 
Obviously we have 
S-~npt, t+E)=C,(t, t+O) 
= -(l-eDAA’)-l~ (6.33) 
Since e-pAA* E $i(X,), we conclude that C,(t, t + 0) E Yl (Xc). Hence, for 
each t>O, I&(@; t, t+O)E,a,(Xc). 
LEMMA 6.7. Assume that 
s 
P 
II~P(@AII dt < 00. (6.34) 
0 
Then, (Tr K,(@; t, t + O)l is integrable on [0, fi] w.r.t. dt. 
Proof: It is easy to see that 
ITr J&t@; 6 t + ON G ll(l - eBAA*)-‘lI 1 ll~F(@,N, 
from which the desired result follows. 1 
Under the condition (6.34), we define 
%KF(@)=~PTrK,(@;t,t+O)dt. (6.35) 
0 
Remark. Condition (6.28) implies (6.34), since I(TIl Q I(Tlj2 for all 
Hilbert-Schmidt operators T. 
We now state the main result in this section. 
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THEOREM 6.8. Let FES$(E; x.) f or soww a>O. Assume (A.Ik(A.III), 
(6.28), and (Ad,)* = J, A6,J,x. Suppose in addition that the following 
(i)-(iii) hold: 
(i) For all t~(O,p],f, gEX, 
e --‘““(A AJ,d.J,, g),Ce-‘HhEY,(L2(E, dp)). 
(ii) The functional W, on E is continuous in the strong topology of E. 
(iii) For some constant I. > 1, 
’ ds W,(Qs,) + j. IT?: KF(@)( + ; IlK,li:) E L’(&, d/q). 
Then 
ds W,(@,7) + 5 K, 1 (6.36) 
independently of fi > 0, where det,( 1 + .) denotes the regularized determinant 
for Hilbert-Schmidt operators. 
Proof By Lemmas 6.4 and 6.5, we have 
i(QA(F)+) = Tr(Te-P”) 
where 
S,,p(t,, . . . . t,)=Tr(Te-“HH,,~e-“2~f’)HHh,,... H,fep’P mrn)H), 
0 < t, < t* < . . < t, < /I. 
Let {e,},“= 1 be an orthonormal basis of X such that e, E D(A*) for all 
n>l. Let P, (NE N) be the orthogonal projection onto the closed 
subspace generated by vectors 
Y, YeI, A ... A ejn, ‘J’E L2E 41, 1 <j,, . . . . j, < N, n < N. 
Then, it is easy to see that 
PNHP,.~P, = F LAk n)b(ek)*b(e,). 
k.m=l 
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where 
LAk m) = (ek, LFe,Jxc (6.38) 
and we have used the assumption (AC?,)* =J,(AG,)J,, so that terms 
such as b* . b* and b . b disapperar in the expression of Hb,r For all E > 0 
and all N, eeeH = e -“Hofe --EHb commutes with P, and e--EHHb,fep”H is 
bounded (even trace class) by (A.II)(iii). Therefore it follows that 
S- lim e 
N-m 
pEHPNHb,fPNe-“H = e-EHHb,fecEH. 
Applying Griimm’s convergence theorem (Lemma D.4 in Appendix D), we 
obtain 
,, . . . . t,; k,, ml, . . . . k,, m,), 
k,,m, = 1 kz,mz= 1 k.,m. = 1 
where 
S,,,,dt,, . . . . t,; kl, ml, . . . . k, m,) 
= Tr(eil~/e-‘lHo/b(ek,)*b(e,,)e-(‘2-fl)HOf.. .b(e,“)*b(e,“)e-(8-‘n)Ho/) 
x Tr(e- ‘l”bLF(k,, m,)e-(‘2-‘l)“b.. . L,(k,, mn)e-(fl-rn)Hb), 
By formula (6.19) and (D.9) in Appendix D, we have 
Sn,P(tl, . . . . t,; h, ml, . . . . k,, m,,) 
=det({S,,(ti,ek,;ti,e,,)},.,j..) 
x dpa L,(kl, ml)(Qt,)...LF(kn, m,)(@,,)e-~~ds wF(@s), 5 
(6.39) 
where we have used also (6.7). Hence we obtain 
-jo’dt,~dt, f . . . f 
0 k,,m, = 1 kn,mn = 1 
x s 4~LAklT ml)(@,,) ~~~L,(k,, m,)(@,) 
Xdet({S,,(ti, ek,; t~.e~,)},.i,jsn)e-r~d”~~(9,), (6.40) 
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where we have used the symmetry of S,, B(tl, . . . . t,) with respect to all 
permutations of (t, , . . . . t,) to rewrite the iterated integral 
as 
1 p 
j dt,jPdt.-,...jPdl,(..-). 
20 0 0 
On the other hand, in the same way as in [29, Theorem 9.43, we can show 
that for all z E C, 
(6.41) 
with 
a,(K,)=(-l)“JbBd~~...jBml f ... 2 LF(kl,ml)(@r,) 
k,,m, = 1 k,,m. = 1 
...LF(‘%, f’L)(@t,) .W{S,,(ti, ek,; t,, %,)),.;,,<n). 
By the standard estimate for det,( 1 + .) (e.g., [25, 28, 29]), we have 
/det,(l +zKF)ezCKrl <exp($ 1z12 IIKFll:+ (zl I??K,() 
for all z E @, which, combined with Cauchy’s estimate, yields that for all 
2 > 0, 
(6.42) 
Let qN be the orthogonal projection from L2( [0, /?I; .XC) onto the closed 
subspace generated by fej, f E L2( [0, /?I), j = 1, . . . . N, and set 
Km = q,vLA@t)qiv (;+A**) qN 
Then it is easy to see that 
5 K,, -+ f? K,, lIK,,- &II2 -+O 
as N + co. Using the standard estimate 
ldet,(l +N-det,(l +C)l G lI~-~l12~~pC~~ll~lI~+ IlCI12+ 11’1 
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(B and C are Hilbert-Schmidt operators) (e.g., [25,28]), we can show that 
Idet,(l +zK,)e”KF-det,(l +zZL~,~)~~‘~~~J 
G I4 II~F-~F,Nl12~~~Cf~l~l llGl12+ I4 Il~F,Nl12+ U2+ bl E&II 
+ Je ZTNrKF -ezGKF.YI exp(+ jlKF,,lj:). 
It follows from this inequality and Cauchy’s estimate that 
for all n. Sine I(K,,,((z< I11yFI12, (6.42) holds also for l&,(K,)( replaced by 
&(K,,,)I. Therefore, by (6.41), (6.42), and the dominated convergence 
theorem, we have 
f 
dpBdet2(l +K,)e-I!dsw(@s)+gKF 
Then, noting that 
oi.(K,:,)=(-l)“~~dt,,...~~dr, i . . . ; 
k,,m, = 1 k,,m.= 1 
and using condition (iii) and Fibini’s theorem, we can interchange the 
integral J dpp and 
s,“+j)%z : --kn,$cl (...I 
k,,m, = 1 ” 
to obtain 
5 
dpg E,(K,,)e- jtds wF(@s) 
x ... x L&L> mJ(@J 
xdet({S,,(li, e,,; tj, e~,)},~i,l~~)~e-r~d~WF’“s). (6.44) 
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Substituting (6.44) into (6.43) and comparing (6.40) we see that (6.36) 
holds. 1 
Remark. In the same way as above, we can derive path integral 
representations of quantities such as 
Tr( T”e -BHa(F)G), 8=0, 1, 
where G is a product of Bose fields 4 and Fermi fields b”, but here we omit 
them. 
The path integral representation (6.36) has an interesting reinter- 
pretation as follows. Let M(E; Xc) be the space consisting of measurable, 
functionals F: E -+ x. satisfying all the assumptions of Theorem 6.8 and 
define the functional Z, : M(E, x~) -+ C by 
Z,(F) = 1 dpp det,( 1 + KF) exp 
[j 
B 
- ds W,(@,)+T7;K, . (6.45) 
0 1 
Then, Theorem 6.8 gives immediately 
COROLLARY 6.9. The functional Z, is integer-valued and idependent qf 
fl> 0. 
Remark. We conjecture that the domain of the functional Z, extends to 
a larger one in such a way that Corollary 6.9 holds. Since the index of a 
Fredholm operator is a topological invariant (e.g., [7, 211) the functional 
Z, is a topological invariant. 
6.2. The Case (Ah,)* # J,AG,J, 
We assume the following: 
(A.IV) (i) For a.e. $EE, LF(d)~Y,(x,) and 
(ii) For all tE(O,jllf, gE%“, 
e -tH*(.L Tg), e -‘H”~Y,(L2(E, dp)), 
where T= AJ,G,J,, Ad,, JxAG,J,-. 
(iii) LF(@,)( *a/at + AA*)-‘, (*a/at + AA*)-‘J,L,(@,)J,, E 
4(L2C0, PI; K). 
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Let 
Define 
MF= (Ad,)* -J,AG,J&?. (6.46) 
B= B(@,) = - MF(@A 
J,LA@N, 
(6.47) 
and 
0 -(a/at +AA*)-' 
(-d/dt+AA*)-' > 0 ' 
(6.48) 
which act in L2( [0, /?I; X, 0 X,). Condition (A.IV)(iii) implies that SB, 
BSE~,(L*CO, /?I; &OK). 
THEOREM 6.10. Let FE~JE; Xc) f or some a > 0. Assume (A.It(A.IV) 
and condition (ii) in Theorem 6.8. Suppose in addition that for some constant 
A> 1. 
0 
B 
exp - H WA@,) + f Tr LF(Qjs)) 
0 
Then 
+ ~2(llWl~ + 2 IWWI l/4 E L’V$, d,qJ. (6.49) 
independently of /3, where Pf ( ., . ) denotes the extended relative Pfaffian (see 
Appendix E). 
Proof. The idea of the proof is similar to that of the preceding case 
(Ad,)* = J,AGFJ,. Therefore we give only the outline. In the present 
case, ff,, can be written as 
where 
Hb,f= - f c $,(e,PpY(m, n)$Je,) + d Tr LF, 
m.n 
B(m’n)= ( 
- WFe,, 4 -&em, 4 
(LFe,, e,) (MFem, e,) > 
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and the summation on repeated Greek indices ,u, v is understood. Then, by 
arguments similar to those leading to (6.40) and using Proposition 6.3(i), 
we have 
.B,,,,(k,,s,;k,,s,)...B,,“~,,,~(k,,_ ,r s2nm irkz,,~zn) 
. pf(sp,p,(si3 ek,; sj9 ek,) > 
with sz,.. 1 = slj = tj, j = 1, . . . . n, where 
B,,,(k, s; m, t) = i{BJk, m)(Qp,) + B,,(k, m)(@,)j 
and we define 
S,,(t,.L t, g) = S,,(t,f; t + 0, g) 
S,,(t,fi t, g)-S,l(t-o>f; t, 8) 
= -S,2(t, g; t-O,f). 
Since the indices pl, . . . . pL2”, k,, . . . . k2,,, and t,, . . . . t, are dummies in the 
factor on the right hand side of (6.51), we can replace the factor 
BP,112(...)...B~2n-,~‘2n(...) by 
. . . B ~cn,2n-,)~(n,2n,(kn(2n~ I), ~,(2n- 1 j; kaw ~,,2nJ 
Thus we obtain 
Note that 
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S( t, s) = ( 
0 -C,(t, s) 
C,(s, t) 0 ) 
and 
S,,(t,f; $3 g) = -(C,(t, s)f, g). 
Then (6.50) follows from Proposition E.4 in Appendix E. To justify the 
interchange between C, J{ . . . j{ dt, . . . dt, Ck, k*, and J d,up, we need 
condition (6.49). See (E. 15) and (E.25) in Appendix E. 1 
Let @(E; Xc) be the space of functionals J? E + Xc satisfying all the 
assumptions in Theorem 6.10. Then, Theorem 6.10 gives 
COROLLARY 6.11. The functional 
2,(F)=JdpaPT(S,B)exp ds[W,(@,)+$TrL,(@,)] 
on fi(E; X,) is integer-valued. 
Remark. In the same sense as in the Remark after Corollary 6.9, the 
functional 2, is a topological invariant. 
VII. EXAMPLES-SUPERSYMMETRIC QUANTUM FIELD MODELS 
In this section we show that the SSQFT (9, { QA(F), D,(F)}, 
HA(F), r} defined in Section IV yields as examples the Wess-Zumino 
models in SSQFT [13-173. 
7.1. The N = 1 Wess-Zumino Model on a Cylinder 
This model describes a supersymmetric system of two component 
Majorana Fermi fields interacting with a neutral Bose (scalar) field on a 
cylinder [ 171. Following [ 171, we first review the model. Let T: be a circle 
(one-torus) of length 1. The Hilbert space of state vectors for the system of 
the Bose field is 
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the Boson Fock space over L’(r:). Let a(x) (XE T:) be the distribution 
kernel of the boson annhilation operator in &, so that 
[I4x), 4Y)*l= w -Yh 
[4x), 4v)l= [4x)*, dY)*l= 0. 
We denote by C?(P) the Fourier transform of a(x): 
ii(p) = s,; a(x) rpx dx, 
J7 
p E T’: = (2rql)Z. 
Then the time-zero Bose field is given by 
cp(x)=i 1 (2w(p))-“2 (d(p)* +ci( -p))e-“” 
J&P; 
in the sense of operator-valued distribution, where 
o(p) = (p2 + my 
with a fixed constant (the “bare mass” of the Boson) m > 0. We define the 
operator ci, in L’(T:) by 
(W)(x) = c dP)f(P) ““‘. 
PET; $ 
The time-zero momentum operator conjugate to p(x) is given by 
7$X) =i c (o(p)/2)“2 (ii(p)* -ii( -P))C’P”. 
J7 PET; 
The Boson free Hamiltonian is defined by 
=,& w(p)4P)*4p)3 
the second quantization of the operator ~2. 
As for the Fermi fields, the Hilbert space of state vectors is given by 
@f= 6 Ak(L2(7y)), 
k=O 
580/105/2-l I 
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the Fermion Fock space over L’(T:). We denote by b(x) the distribution 
kernel of the annhilation operator on Ff, so that 
VW KI4*1= W-Y), 
The time-zero Majorana Fermi fields are defined by 
ICI + (X) = L 1 
JIP’ij 
(2~3(p))-“~ (v( -p)&p)* + v(p)& -p))eCipx, 
$- (x) =L 1 
JT 
(2~3(p))~“~ (v(p)&)* - v( -p)6( -p))epiP”, 
PEP! 
where 
V(P) = (P + mw2. 
The Fermion free Hamiltonian is defined by 
The Boson-Fermion Fock space in the present case is given by 
&J=&QFf 
We first consider the non-interacting (free) case. The free supercharge 
(Dirac operator) Q, of the model is formally given by 
eo=q ~-(~+(x)-~-(x))~(x)-(~+(~)+~-(~))~,cp(~) J;i T: 
+ m(+ + (xl + ti - (x)hWl dx. 
The rigorous version of Q, is found to be 
where 
Qo = 1 ~(P)W*&P) + Wb)*W), (7.1) 
PEP; 
e) = 2- (V(P) + iv( -P)). 
d 
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In fact, the operator Q, is well-defined, e.g., on 
~“=~~a(fi)*...a(f,)*b(g,)*...b(g,)*~2,lg,,f,EC”(T:),n,k~o}, 
where 
and C2; (resp. ai) denotes the Fock vacuum in 4 (resp. Ff). It is easy to 
check that 
H,,= Q:,=H,,+H,, (7.2) 
on 3. It follows that QO is essentially self-adjoint on z@, and (7.2) holds as 
an operator equality (see [ 17]), where we denote the closure of QO r 9&, by 
the same symbol. 
In order to show that Q, fits the formulation in Section III, we note that 
Q, is written as 
Qo=d+d*, 
where 
d= c e)m)*4P). psi; (7.3) 
Then, for ~=u(f,)*-..a(f,)*b(g,)*...h(g,)*52,, 
d’f’= i Wfi)*a(fJ* -u$)* . ..a(f.)* .b(g,)* ...kqgk)* cq,, (7.4) 
/=I 
where T is an operator in L*( T: ) defined by 
with 
W)=i/‘~2(T:)~p~~i Ir(p)h)l’-1. 
In other words, T is given by 
T=i {v(-id/dx)+iv(id/dx)}. 
d 
(7.5) 
(7.6) 
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Let 3?- 1,2( T!) be the real Hilbert space given by 
where 9( T: ) denotes the space of real distributions on T: . Let &. ) be the 
Gaussian random process indexed by JC,,~(T:); we may take the under- 
lying measure space E to be P(T:) (as a matter of fact, E can be taken 
to be smaller). We denote by pLo the probability measure. Applying 
Remark 2.1 with Z1 = L’(T:), 2 = C 1,2(Tj), and h = ti’j2, we see that 
there exists a unitary operator U: & -+ L’(E, dp,) such that 
(i) UC?;= 1, 
(ii) Wfl)* . . . a(fJ*ng = 2”‘2 :q5(ciP2fi)~~~ qQiP2fn):, 
fi~&,V:),n211, 
(iii) U~(f)U-‘=~(f),f~~-,,,(T:). (7.7) 
Let 
c@ = L2(E, dp,)@ F+C’( T;)). 
Then UQ I: Fb,/+ 9 is unitary and it follows from (7.4) that 
(uQz)d(uQz)-‘=d, 
on (U@Z)@, with A: Xp1,2(T~)r-+L2(T~) given by 
(7.8) 
where dA is defined in Section II.Therefore, we obtain 
WQZ)Q,(WZ,-‘=QA. 
Thus we have proved 
PROPOSITION 7.1. The free N = 1 Wess-Zumino model is equivalent to 
the SSQT {F,&,H,,r} (df d e me in Section II) with 2 = cK,,~(T:), 
X= L2(T:), and A given by (7.8). 
We next consider the interacting case. The supercharge in this case is 
given by 
Q = Qo + QAk-1, (7.9) 
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with 
e1w=q ($+(x)+IcI-(xl) :W’(cp,(x)):dx. 
3 T: 
Here q,(x) is a momentum cutoff time-zero Bose field with the cutoff 
parameter K > 0: 
g?,(x) =J- c 
,:‘i gg 
(o(p)/2)-~“* (b(p)* + ri( -p))C’f‘ 
= (P(XK(X - .I), 
where x,(x) is a periodic regularization of the Dirac delta function (see 
[ 171). The function W(x) is a polynomial given by 
W(x) = V(x) - +mx* (7.10) 
with V(x) being a real polynomial of degree 22. 
It is easy to see that 
where J is the natural conjugation on L*( T:), so that 
Q,(~)=il i(b(x)* (T*ci,-“* :W’(rp,(.)):) 
$ T: 
-h(x)(JT*&“*J:W’((PJ .)):)} dx. 
Let 
(7.1 I) 
k(x) = kL(x - .I), 4 E E. 
It is easy to see that 
i I T: 
dx ~:wl(~,(x)):~‘dp,,< co. 
E 
Hence, by Fubini’s theorem, 
i 
I:W’(q5,(x)):12 dx< co, a.e. 
T: 
4 E E, 
i.e., : W’(q5,( .)): E L2( T:) for a.e. q5 E E, Further, one can easily check that 
II T *Li)-‘izfll;2(Tf)= llfll:2(T;)’ j-~ I,*( T; ). (7.12) 
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Therefore we can define F: E -+ L2( T: ) by 
F(qS)=I T*&1’2 :W’(#,(.)):. 
Jz 
It follows from (7.11) and (7.7) that 
(U@Z)Q,(ic)(UW-‘=a(F,*+i;(F) 
and hence 
W3I)Q(UCW,-‘=Q~(F) 
on a suitable dense domain. Thus we have proved 
(7.13) 
PROPOSITION 7.2. The interacting N= 1 Wess-Zumino model is 
equivalent to the SSQT (9, QA(F), HA(F), r> with X=K1,2(T:), 
XC = L*( Ti), A and F given by (7.8) and (7.13), respectively. 
It is not so difficult to show that FE~~(E; L2(T:)) for all u ~-0. 
Remark. Our calculation shows that the supersymmetric Hamiltonian 
has the form 
H, (0 = QA (F)’ 
=z-&+fj (:w@,(x)):)’ 
+ s r: (W + mM(x) : WcUx)): 
+ 4 1; $,(xMx): W”(d,(x)): dx> 
where Ii/(x) = (ti + (xl, ti - (x)) and 
s=** (p ii). 
We note that the above expression is different from the one given by Jaffe 
et al. [17] in that the term 
Rx = S,; (&@)/a~) :W’(hc(x)): 
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is missing in their expression ((II.21 ) of [ 171). This term comes from the 
factor VA*F, since we have 
A*F= i( T*)2F= (a/ax + m)F. 
The existence of the term R, in the expression of H,(F) seems to make 
invalid estimates used to prove results on the model in [ 171. 
7.2. The N = 2 Wesss-Zumino Model on a Cylinder 
This model describes a supersymmetric quantum system of Fermi fields 
coupled to a complex Bose field on a cylinder [ 13, 141. 
The one particle space of the complex Bose field is 
W=L2(T;)@L2(T;). 
The Boson Fock space over W 
4(W)= & & w  
n=o , 
is the Hilbert space of state vectors for the Bose field. We denote by a(f), 
f~ W, the annihilation operator in Fb( W) (anti-linear in f) and define for 
.feL’(T:) 
a+(f)=a(.fOO), a (f) = a(0 of). 
Let a, (x) be the distribution kernel of a+ (f). Then the time-zero Bose 
field is defined by 
q(x)= (21)--“’ 1 ~(p)-“~ (b+(p )* +&( -p))e lpr. 
,.fj 
The canonical conjugate momentum is 
The operator-valued distributions { ci k (p), q(x), X(X) ) satisfy the standard 
canonical commutation relations, though we do not write them down here 
(see [13, 141). 
The one particle space of the Fermi fields is W and the Hilbert space of 
state vectors for them is given by the fermion Fock space over W, 
q W) = g) ny W). 
n=O 
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We denote by b(f), f~ W, the annihilation operator in Pf( W) and define 
b + (f) = W-O 01, b-(f)=WOfL CELL. 
Let b + (x) be the distribution kernel of b + (f). Then the time-zero Fermi 
fields are defined by 
til(x) = (2f)-“2 1 w(p)-“2 (v( -p)& (p)* + v(p)6+ (-p))e-@” 
,E$; 
The Hilbert space for the interacting system of q(x) and ej(x) is given 
by the Boson-Fermion Fock space 
The free supercharge of the model is formally given by 
eo=q dx{~,(x)(n(x)+~cp(x)*lax-~mcp(x)) $ T: + ~2(x)(?r(x)* - &p(x)/dx - imql(x)*)} + kc., (7.14) 
where h.c. denotes the Hermitian conjugate to the preceding operator. The 
rigorous version of (7.14) is found to be 
QcFf, @-(PI* (a(p)B+(p)-cr(-p)ci-(p)) 
+ 6, (P)(cJ-PF, (PI* + O(Pb- (P)*)} + h.c., (7.15) 
where 
a(p)= -i2r3’*w(p)-1 (V(-p)3+mv(p)). (7.16) 
Remark. In (11.18) of [13], the sign in front of acp(x)*/~Yx on the right 
hand side of (7.14) is “-.” Our calculation shows that it should be “+.” 
We introduce an operator d by 
d= (J+(p)*, b-(p)*) o(p) ( 
4 -PI O(P) 
-4-P) 
Then, by (7.15), we have 
Q,=d+d*. (7.17) 
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Let Qg and Szl be the Fock vacuum in &(I+‘) and +( W), respectively, 
and set 
Define the operator S: W -+ W by 
tsf)* (p)=(G;;;’ -($-p) .f_(P) - ‘(‘) )(‘+(‘)), ,f=(-$+ W. (7.18) 
Then it is easy to see that for vectors Y=u(fi)* . ..a(f.)*h(g,)*... 
I*% 
dY’= i b(S’)*a(fJ* . ..a(~)*...u(fn)*h(g.)*...h(g,)*Q,. (7.19) 
/=I 
Let 
and 4(f), fe W-112y be the Gaussian random process indexed by W _, !2. 
We denote by E the underlying measure space (E can be taken to be a sub- 
space in g’( T:) x $3’( Ti)) and by pO the probability measure. As in the 
case of the N= 1 Wess-Zumino model, there exists a unitary operator 
VI 4( W) -+ L*(E, dp,) such that 
(i) I&$= 1 
(ii) v4fi )* . . . a(f,)*Q; = 2”‘2 x$(dY2fi)~~. f&iY2fn):, n > 1, f,, . . . . 
fnEW. 
(iii) ~~(f)V~'=(~(fOO)+j~(OOf))/~,f~.~,12(T:). 
Let A: Wp,,, -+ W be given by 
Then it follows from (7.19) that 
(?‘@Z)d(V’@I)-‘=d,. 
Thus we have proved 
(7.20) 
PROPOSITION 7.3. The free N = 2 Wess-Zumino model is equivalent to 
the SSQT (5, QA, H,, r} with Y? = Wp,,2, Xc = W, and A given by 
(7.20). 
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We next consider the interacting case; the supercharge is of the form 
Q(K) = Qo + Q,(K). 
Here 
QI(K) = -i j- 
$ T: 
{VW> Wcp,(x)) + vUx)W’(cp,(x))*} + h.c., 
where W is a complex polynomial of the form (7.10). One can easily see 
that Q,(K) is written as 
Q,(K)= -~~T:dx(b+(x)*,h-(x)*)(~~l:l)+h.c., (7.21) 
with 
F+(x)=&-“‘(V^-k)W’(cp,(.))(x), 
F-(x)=6- ‘12(v^+ 9-) wl(cp,( e))(x), 
where v^ = v( - id/dx), v^- = v(id/dx). 
Define F: E-P W by 
F(4)= -; {Jci,~“z(v^-v^~)w’(~,(~))~ci,~1(v^+v^~)w’(~,(~))}, (7.22) 
where 
~ (X)=b(Xk(X--)~O)+i~(OOX~(X-.)) K a 
Then one can show that 
(J’@Z)Q,(ic)(V@Z)-l=a(F)*+a(F) 
and hence 
V’SOQ(JW’O~)-~ = QA(F). 
Thus we have proved 
PROPOSITION 7.4. The interacting N= 2 Wess-Zumino model is 
equivalent to the SSQT (9, Qa(F), HA(F), r> with X= W-1,2, SC= W, 
A and F given by (7.20) and (7.22), respectively. 
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Remark. The Hamiltonian H,(F) in the present case is given by 
H,(F) = H, + j 
Tf 
dx{ W’(@,,(x))(m - id/ax)@(x)* + h.c.} 
+ 5 T: dx I W@,b))12 
+j dx(~,ll/,),W”(~,)+h.c., 
T: 
where 
and $,=$T, G2=$:. W e note thatH,(F) is different from the 
Hamiltonian given in [ 13-151 in that H,(F) has the additional term 
R,= -i I T: 
dx W’(@,(x))~@(x*)/~x -t hc. 
which comes from the factor V*A*F. because we have 
A*F= (m + Wax) WY@,(x))* 
(m-id/ax) W’(@,(x)) > 
The existence of the term R, seems to make invalid the estimates given in 
[ 13-141. 
1.3. Other Models 
In [31] four dimensional supersymmetric gauge field models were 
discussed. These models, apart from regularization and the gauge problem, 
may be treated within our formulation in the present paper. 
APPENDIX A: DECOMPOSITIONSOF SUBSPACES 
In this appendix, we prove two elementary facts concerning decomposi- 
tions of subspaces in Hilbert spaces. 
Let q, j = 1,2, 3, be complex Hilbert spaces with inner product ( ., .),. 
Let S: & + xZ and T: ZZ -+ Z3 be densely defined closed linear operators 
such that D(S*) n D(T) is dense in sZ and 
TSf= 0, f E D(S). (A.1 ) 
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Let A s,T be the unique non-negative self-adjoint operator in Zz determined 
by the closed sesquilinear form 
df, 8) = ts*f, s*g11+ (Tf, Tg), 
on D(S*) n D( T), so that for all f, gE D(S*) n D( T), 
(A:f,f; A;~& = (S*f, S*g), + (TJ; Tg),. 
PROPOSITION A.l. The Hilbert space A$ is decomposed as 
- ___ 
(A.21 
%*=RanS@Ran T*@KerA,.. 64.3) 
Proof: It follows from (A.l) that i&i?? is orthogonal to Ran T*. Hence 
we can decompose #* as 
-~ 
Xz=RanS@Ran T*@M 
with M= (Ran SORan T*)‘. We show that M=Ker A,,. For each 
f~ M, we have (f, Sg)* = 0 and (S, T*h)* =0 for all gc D(S) and 
hE D(T*). Therefore, fe D(S*)n D(T**) = D(S*) n D(T) and S*f=O, 
Tf = 0. By (A.2), this implies As,Tf = 0. Hence f E Ker A,,.. Thus 
Mc Ker A,,,. Conversely, let f E Ker A,,.. Then, we have Ai?! f = 0. 
Hence, by (A.2), we obtain S*f = 0 and Tf = 0. Therefore, f E (Ran S)l n 
(Ran T*)‘, which implies that f E A4. Hence Ker A,, T c M. Thus we obtain 
M=Ker A,, and hence (A.3) follows. 1 
PROPOSITION A.2. Let & be a Hilbert space and T be a non-negative 
self-adjoint operator in 2, Let 
C”(T)= n D(T”). (A-4) 
a>0 
Suppose that 
s=info(T)\{O} >O. (A.51 
Then 
C”(T)=Ran(T r C”(T))@Ker T. (A.61 
Proof: It is obvious that Ran T is orthogonal to Ker T. Let {E(1)},,, 
be the spectral family of T and define 
G=lY; II-‘da!?@). 
6 
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Then G is a bounded linear operator on x and leaves C=(T) invariant. 
Further, for all f~ (Ker T)‘, Gfe D(T) and 
TGf =f: (A.71 
Let P, be the orthogonal projection from .% onto Ker T. Then, using 
(A.7) we can write f e 2 as 
.f= (I- P,)f+ Pof 
= TG(Z- P,) f + P,,f: (‘4.8) 
IffeY( then (I-P,)~EC”(T) and hence G(I-P,)~EC”(T). There- 
fore (A.8) implies that 
C”(T)cRan(T r?(T))@Ker T. (A.91 
The opposite inclusion relation of (A.9) is obvious. Thus (A.6) follows. i 
APPENDIX B: KERNEL OF H,,, 
In this appendix, we identify the kernel of the operator H,,, given 
by (2.40). 
We begin with a simple general fact. Let 3, j = 1, . . . . n, be Hilbert spaces 
and Ai, j= 1, . . . . n, be non-negative self-adjoint operators in $:, respec- 
tively. Then the operator 
B= i I@ . . . @Ai@ ... @I 
j=l 
is a non-negative self-adjoint operator in -yi”; @zz@ . . . 0 xn [23, 
Sect. VIII.lO]. 
LEMMA B.l. 
KerB=KerA,@KerA,O . ..@KerA.,. 
Proof We first note that 
(B.1) 
I&B= h Ker(Z@ . . . @A~@ . . . 01). 
j= 1 
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This follows from the non-negativity of Aj and a limiting argument. Then, 
by using the spectral theorem for self-adjoint operators, we can show that 
Ker(Z@ ... @Aj@ ... @Z) 
=;x;@ ... @$-I@KerAiO$+,@ ... O#n. 
Thus (B.l) follows. 1 
Applying Lemma B.l with n=2, & =L*(E, dp), X2 =A”(%,), A, = 
H,,(A*A), and A, = dI’$j”(AA*), we obtain the following lemma. 
LEMMA B.2. 
Ker H,, p = Ker HOb (A *A ) @ Ker Ny)(AA * ). 03.2) 
The operator H,,(A*A) is reduced by all I’,,(X) (n>O) (see (2.2)) and 
we have 
H&&4*A) = 6 Hg(A*A) 3 (B.3) 
n=O 
where H$‘(A*A) = H,,(A*A) r I’,(X). Hence 
Ker H,,(A*A) = G Ker H/$)(A*A). 
n=O 
(B.4) 
By (B.2) and (B.4), it is sufficient to consider Ker #$,“,‘(A *A) and 
Ker dI’y)(AA*). This can be done in a unified way as shown in the 
following. 
Let .5? be a Hilbert space and Sp = @I p X be the p-fold tensor product 
of X. Let T>O be a non-negative self-adjoint operator in S?. Then the 
second quantization dTcp'(T) in Sp is the non-negative self-adjoint 
operator defined by 
dT’P’( T) = i I@ . . . @ +@ -.. @I. (B-5) 
j=l 
We can identify Ker dTcP'(T) as follows: 
PROPOSITION B.3. 
Ker dTCp)( T) = &I Ker T. 03.6) 
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In particular, if n(T) = dim Ker T < m, then 
n(dTCp’( T)) = n(T)“. (B.7 1 
Proof. This is a special case of Lemma B.l. 1 
Let S, and A, be the symmetrization and antisymmetrization operator 
on Xp, respectively, 
which are orthogonal projections on Xp. One can easily show that 
dTtp’( T) is reduced by SP5Yp (the p-fold symmetric tensor product of 3) 
and A,!Zp = A”(%) (the p-fold anti-symmetric tensor product). We denote 
by dTbp’( T) and dr:B)( T) the reduced part of dT”“( T) to SpXp and AP(.!Z”), 
respectively. 
PROPOSITION B.4. 
KerUp)(T)=S,(&J Ker T), (B.9) 
KerdT~‘(T)=A,(~ Ker T). (B.lO) 
In particular, if 1 < n(T) < CO, then 
n( dT(p’( T)) = 
n(T)+p- 1 
P > 
and 
n(dI’y)( T)) = 
(B.11) 
(B.12) 
0; p>n(T). 
Proof. By the reducibility of dTCp’( T) to S,%P and Ap(X), we have 
S,(Ker dTCp’( T)) = Ker dTjp’( T), 
and 
A 
P 
(Ker dTCp’( T)) = Ker df’JJ”( T). 
Combining these relations with (B.6), we obtain (B.9) and (B.lO). 1 
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COROLLARY B.5. For all n, p 2 1, we have 
Ker#$‘(A*A)+ KerA) 
and 
KerdZ-j-+lA*)=A,(&I KerA’). (B.14) 
In particular, if 1 <n(A) < co, then 
n(Hb”,‘(A*A)) = 
n(A)+n-1 
> 
3 
n 
and ifn(A) = 0 and n 2 1, then 
n(H&‘(A*A)) = 0. 
Ifn(A*) < 00, then 
n(dTy’(AA*)) = 
p<n(A*) 
p > n(A*). 
(B.13) 
(B.15) 
(B.16) 
(B.17) 
ProoJ By Remark 2.1, there exists a unitary operator 0: I’,(&‘) --f 
S,,Xz such that 
and 
B:~(fi)...$(f.):=~S,(f10 ... Of,) 
oHb”,‘(A*A) 0-l = dI$“‘(A*A). 
Hence (B.13) follows from (B.9) and the fact that 
Ker A*A = Ker A. (B.18) 
Fomula (B.14) follows from (B.lO) and (B.18) with A replaced by A*. 1 
Proof of Lemma 3.3. By (B.2), we have 
n(H,,,) = n(H,,,(A*A)) = f n(H$T’(A*A)) 
m=O 
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and 
n(H,,,)=n(H,,)(A*A)).n(dT:P’(AA*)), pb 1 
Hence, substituting (B.lS)-(B. 17) into these relations and using the fact 
that n(H,$)(A*A)) = 1, we obtain the desired results. 1 
APPENDIX C: QUADRATIC OPERATORS IN FERMION FOCK SPACE 
In this appendix we define quadratic operators in the Fermion Fock 
space 3;-( x.). 
Let 
4(K) = =%I * . . . A g,Ig,c~;‘., j= l,..., p}. (C.1) 
LEMMA C.l. Let T be a Hilbert-Schmidt operator on x, and (e,} ,“= , be 
an arbitrary complete orthonormal system in x.. Then, for all p 2 0 and 
YE A((&,), the strong limits 
s-:ya f b( Te,)* b(e,) Y = (b*Tb) Y, 
n=l 
s- lim 5 b(e,)*b(Te,)Y= (b*T*b)Y, 
N+= n=, 
(C.2) 
S- lim 2 b( Te,)*b(e,)* Y = (b*Tb*) Y, 
N*= H=l 
(C.4) 
s-;TW f b(e,)b( Te,) Y = (bT*b) Y, 
n=l 
(C.5) 
exist. All these limits are independent of the choice of {e, } ,xz , . Moreover, 
the following estimate holds: 
llZ(b’, b’)YYII G C, IITII, (C.6) 
with a constant C, depending on Y, where Z(bh, bll) denotes any of the right 
hand side of (C.2)-(C.5). 
Proof. We prove only (C.2). The other cases can be treated similarly. It 
is sufficient to prove (C.2) for vectors YE /1,P(g.) of the form 
Y=g, A ... A g,, 
580/105/2-12 
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for which we have 
b(Te,)*b(e,) Y= 
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,g, l-l)‘-’ kj, 4xp, A g1 * ... A&A 
Therefore it is sufficient to prove that vectors of the form 
N 
converge strongly. Let M > N. Then we have 
II@M-@Nl12G 
II 
A ET,-Ill*. 
A g,. 
P- 1, 
On the other hand, we have by the triangle and the Schwartz inequality 
II 
f! ll~41>c) -WC M-t oo), (C.7) 
n=N+l 
since T is Hilbert-Schmidt. Therefore, llQM - @,,,I/ + 0 (N, M+ co) and 
hence QN converges strongly to a vector Q, E rip(x) as N+ co. We have 
li@Nll < IITII, llgli llgl A ... A A’,-,ll. 
Hence we obtain (C.6) for I(b*, b) = b*Tb. 1 
APPENDIX D: TRACE FORMULAS 
In the previous paper [ 11, we derived some trace formulas associated 
with the operators exp(-/M,,,(h)) and exp(-B&“(g)) with h (resp. h) 
being a strictly positive self-adjoint operator on the boson (resp. fermion) 
one particle space. In this appendix, we extend the trace formulas 
concerning the operator exp( -/?H&h)). The notation in this appendix 
follows that in Section II. 
Let h be a strictly positive self-adjoint operator on Z such that kyj2 is 
Hilbert-Schmidt for some y > 0. For notational simplicity we set 
ffOb = &b(h). (D.1) 
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Let K,(h) be the completion of H with respect to the norm 
llfll --I = IV-“2fll s*y’ fe &f”. (D.2) 
Then, by a theorem of Sazonov, Minlos [22,6], and Gross [S, 91, we may 
take the measure space E to be 
E= X-.,(h). (D.3) 
We first recall a result in I[ 11 (cf. [ 10, Proposition 5.11): 
LEMMA D.l. There exists a Gaussian mean zero process Gr on [0, /I] 
with state space E and with continuous sample paths such that for all f and 
gEfl, 
.I d/.q@,(f)@,(g)=U(l-e --Py (e-l'- Slh+,- (B l'-.w)g), I 4 
t,s E co, PI, (D.4) 
where E, (resp. dp,) denotes the path space (resp. the path space measure) 
and@,(f)= (@,,f>. 
DEFINITION D.2. Let H be a self-adjoint operator in L’(E, dp) bounded 
from below such that exp( - tH) is trace class for all t >O. We say that a 
measurable functional G: E -+ @ is in &, if and only if for all E > 0, 
exp( -eH)G exp( --EH) defines a unique trace class operator on L2(E, dp). 
The main result in this section is given by the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION D.3. Let V be a real-valuedfunctional on E which satisfies: 
(i) V is continuous in the strong topology of E. 
(ii) The operator 
H=H,,+ v P.5) 
is essentially self-adjoint on D(H,,) n D( V) and exp( - tH) is the trace class 
on L2(E, dp) for all t > 0. 
(iii) For 
V 
v,= 
if V>-N 
0 otherwise, 
uJ.6) 
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and for all sufficiently large N, the operator 
H,= H,,+ V, (J3.7) 
is essentially self-adjoint on D( HOb) n D( V). 
Let G,, . . . . G,E& with H given by (D.5) and O<t,<t,< ... <t,</?. 
Then, 
Tr(e-‘lHGle-(t2~rl)HG2...G,e-(8-tn)H) 
zom 
where the integral on the right hand side is absolutely convergent and 
Z,(B) = Tr epBHoh. (D-9) 
Remarks. (1) The condition (iii) is needed only for the case where V 
is not bounded from below. But, if VE L*(E, d,u), then (iii) is satisfied; this 
follows from the hypercontractivity of H,, and a general theorem (see, e.g., 
[ 24, Theorem X.591 ). 
(2) Formula (D.8) is an elaborated version of [l, Theorem 2.41. 
In order to prove Proposition D.3, we need some lemmas. 
LEMMA D.4. Let 4 be a Hilbert space and 1 <p < co. Suppose that A,,, 
A E IEB(&), B,, BEY~(~), A, --f A strongly, and [IB, - B(I, --f 0 as n --) 00. 
Then JIA,B, - ABII, + 0 (n -+ co). 
Proof: See [12, 291. 1 
LEMMA D.5. Let G,, . . . . c,~L~(E,dp) and O<t,<t,< ... <t,,</3. 
Then 
Tr(e- tl~ObG1,-(~Z~~l)~ObG,~~ .,~(l,-I.-I)HObGne~(~-fn)HOb) 
&l(B) 
= s dpfl G,(@,,) . ..G.(@tn). (D.lO) -9 
Proof: Let 
~={G(9(fi),...,d(fn))IG~~(IW”),fi~~,j=1,...,n,n~1}. 
Then, in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 2.2 of Cl], we can show 
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that for G,, . . . . G,,E&, (D.lO) holds. Let G,, . . . . G, E L”(E, &). It is well 
known that the von Neumann algebra & generated by r;4 is L”(E, &) as 
a family of multiplication operators (see, e.g., Lemma 1.5 of [27]). 
Therefore, each Gj~ L”(E, dp) is a strong limit of a sequence of finite 
linear combinations of elements in .r$. Using this approximation and 
Lemma D.4, we see that (D. 10) extends to all G, , ..,, G,, E L”( E, tip). # 
Proof of Proposition D.3. We first consider the case where V is bounded 
from below and G, , . . . . G, E Z.“(E, +). Then, by using the Trotter product 
formula 
and Lemmas D.4 and D.5, we can show that (D.8) holds. 
Suppose that V is not bounded from below. Let V, and H, be given by 
(D.6) and (D.7), respectively. Since exp( - VN) is bounded, exp( - tHN) is 
the trace class on L*(E, &) by the generalized Golden-Thompson 
inequality (e.g., [25, 291). We first show that for all 0 < t < fl 
By the preceding result, we have for 0 < t 6 /l 
(D.12) 
By conditions (ii) and (iii), the domain D(H,,) n D(V) c D(H,,) n D( V,) 
is a common core of H, and H for all N. Further, H, Y + HY strongly 
(N -+ 03) for all YE D(H,,) n D(V). Therefore, H, converges to H in the 
strong resolvent sense (e.g., [23, Theorem VII1.251). Since H is bounded 
from below, it follows that exp( - tHN) -+ exp( - tH) strongly. Hence, by 
Lemma D.4, 
lim Tr(e- tHNe-(p-t)ffOb)=Tr(e -IHe-(fl--f)ffOb)~ 
N-x 
Therefore, by (D. 12) Fatou’s lemma, and the dominated convergence 
theorem, we see that (D.11) holds for 0 < t < /3 and 
Tr(e-‘He-(B-r)ffob) 
ZAP) = Eg s 
dps e - I; “(@s) d .
To prove (D.11) with t = ,!?, we note that exp( - (/l- t)HOb) + Z strongly 
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and Jle-‘H - ePBHII I + 0 as t+ p. Hence, by Lemma D.4 and Fatou’s 
lemma again, we obtain 
Hence (D.11) holds also for t = /I. Taking t = /I in (D.12), we have 
Tr(eeBHN) 
since I’,,,> I’. On the other hand, we see that 
lim Tr(ePBHN) > Tr(edBH). - 
N-am 
Combining this inequality with (D.13) and (D.14), we obtain 
Tr(ePBH) 
Z,(B) 
(D.13) 
(D.14) 
(D.15) 
We next prove (D.8) with G,EL”(E, dp). By the proof of (D.8) for the 
case where Gi E L”(E, dp) and V is bounded from below, we have 
Tr(e- ‘lHNIG,e -(f2-O)Kv2GZ.. . ,-(~.-I~-I)HN~G,~-(~-~“)HN~+,) 
zom 
with t,+ , = /I and to = 0. Then, using Lemma D.4 successively for N, + co, 
N,+m ,..., Nn+I+oo, and the dominated convergence theorem, we 
obtain (D.8) with Gj~ L”(E, dp). 
Finally we consider the case Gje 9,. It is sufficient to consider the case 
where Gj 2 0. Let 
if O<G.<N 
otherwisl. 
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Then, by the preceding result, we have 
Tr(e-‘HG,,e-u-‘)H) 
&(P) 
Let 0 < E < min(t, /3 - t). Then 
where in the last inequality we have used the non-negativity of G, . Since 
G, -+ G (a.e.) as N-+ co, it follows from (D.16), (0.17) and Fatou’s lemma 
that 
On the other hand, it is easy to see that 
Ile-“HGINe -cHGle-EH(I, -+ 0 (Iv-+ x3). 
Therefore, by Lemma D.4 and the dominated convergence theorem, we 
obtain (D.8) for the case n = 1. In the same way, we can prove (D.8) for 
all n, showing at the same time that 
APPENDIX E: RELATIVE PFAFFIANS 
In [20] Jaffe et al. presented a theory of relative Pfalfians for operators 
on an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space; they defined the (unregularized) 
relative Pfaffian Pf(A, B) for two skew-symmetric Hilbert-Schmidt 
operators A and B. In this appendix, we show that the relative Pfaffran 
Pf(A, B) can be defined for a wider class of the pair (A, B) of skew- 
symmetric operators A and B which are not necessarily Hilbert-Schmidt. 
To be more precise, we define an extended relative Pfaffian P@(A, B) for 
skew-symmetric operators A and B such that AB and BA are trace class. 
It is the relative Pfaftian @(A, B) that we need in deriving the path 
integral representation of the index of the Dirac operator Q,.,(F)+ in the 
text. 
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We first recall the definition of the (unregularized) relative Pfaftian intro- 
duced in [20]. Let V be a finite, 2N-dimensional, real Hilbert space, and 
let { el, . . . . eZN} be an orthonormal basis of V. Let V, be the complexifica- 
tion of I’. We denote by C the complex conjugation on Vc. A linear 
operator A on V, is said to be skew-smmetric if A* = - CAC. For skew- 
symmetric linear operators A on V,, the Pfahian Pf(A) is defined by 
where the A, are the matrix elements of A with respect to the bases 
{e >. 1, . . . . e2N 
Let s be a real separable Hilbert space and Xc be the complexification. 
We denote by J, the complex conjugation. As in the finite dimensional 
case, we say that a bounded linear operator A on Xc is skew-symmetric if 
A* = - J,AJ,. We denote by Tp”(#=) the space of all skew-symmetric 
operators on 9c by I;($$$) the space of all elements of 6p”(Xc) which are 
Hilbert-Schmidt. For A, BE Z;(Sc), the relative Pfaflian Pf (A, B) is 
defined by 
Pfbk W= 1 PfV.)Pf(B,h 
SENO 
(E.2) 
where N, denotes the set of all finite subsets of N with an even number of 
elements, As is the finite dimensional matrix defined by the restriction of 
A to the subspace Y{ej,, . . . . ei,,}, S = {j,, . . . . j2N), and we set 
Pf(AO)= 1, @ = empty set. (E.3) 
The series on the right hand side of (E.2) is absolutely convergent and basis 
independent [20]. It was proved in [20] that Pf(z, A, z,B) is an entire 
function of (z,, z2) E C2 and 
where 
Pf(z,A, z2@= f z;z;(Pf )(n) (A B) 7 3 
n=O 
(E.4) 
(Pf )(“’ (A> B) = c Pf (A,)Pf (Bs). 
ISI = 2n 
SEWlO 
(E.5) 
LEMMA E.l. ForallneN and1,,1,>0, 
IRf lcn) (A B)I G 7 ~ev{~l~2(llA~Il~+2 I’WAWI)/4). (E.6) 
1 2 
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Proof. By [20, Theorem III.71 we have 
Pf(z,A,~,B)~=det(Z-z,z,AB). 
It is well known that 
det(Z+ T) = det,(Z+ T)eTrt7’, TE.~,(.%.) 
and 
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(E.7) 
Idet,U+ VI < exp(i II Tll:), TE ,a,(&.) 
(e.g., [28, 291). Hence it follows that 
IW(z,~~z2~)I <ev{lz,l Iz21 W~ll~+2 IWWIW~. (E.8) 
Then, by Cauchy’s estimate, we obtain (E.6). 1 
The estimates (E.6), (EJ), and formula (E.7) suggest that (Pf)@) (A, B) 
and Pf(A, B) may be defined for A, BE L?~(%.) such that ABE Y,(z.). 
This is in fact true as we show in the following. 
For TE$,(~) and no N, we define 
Tr( T) n-1 0 
0 
a,(T) = 
Then we have 
Ir( T2) ‘W T) n-2 
. . (E.9) 
. . . . . 0 . 
1 
Tr(T”) Tr(T”-‘) ... Tr( T)I 
LEMMA E.2. Let A, BE Zz(#c). Then, for all n E N, 
,$Pf)(j)(A, B)(Pf)‘“-j’(A, B)=q@,(AB). (E.lO) 
ProoJ: Taking z, = z2 = z in (E.7) we have 
Pf (zA, zB)~ = det(Z- z’AB). (E.ll) 
It follows from the Plemelj-Smithies formula (e.g., [29, Theorem 5.41) that 
det(Z-z2AB)= f (-‘) 
nz2n 
a, CAB). 
n=O n! 
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Then, by comparing the coefficient of z2n in both sides of (E.l l), we obtain 
(E.lO). 1 
It follows from Lemma E.2 that for all n E N, (P’)(“) (A, B) is a polyno- 
mial of Tr(AB)/ j= 1, . . . . n. Therefore, by (E.lO), (P’)‘“‘(A, B) is a 
posteriori defined for A, BE 9”(%C) such that A& BA EYE. 
DEFINITION E.3. Let 
M”(Xc) = {(A, B) E Pa(Xc) x Y(sQ 1 AB, BA E Y,(Xc)}. 
For (A, B)E M”(@.), we define (Pf)(“) (A, B) via the recursion relation 
(E.lO) with (P’)(O) (A, B) = 1. 
If (A, B)EM”(X~), then a,(AB)=u,(BA) for all n> 1 and hence 
(I”)‘“’ (A B) = (P’)cn) (B > A) 5 9 nEN. (E.12) 
Further, it is easy to see that (E.6) holds for (A, B) E M”(SC). Therefore we 
can define for (A, B) E M”(Zc) 
$(z, A,z,B) = f z;z;W)‘” (A, B), (E.13) 
I?=0 
which is an entire function of (zi, z2) E @*. We call ($)(A, B) an extended 
relative Pfaffian. By (E.12), we have 
+(A, B) = &B, A) (E.14) 
for all (A, B)EM”(X~). 
It follows from (E6) that for all A.,, i, > 1, 
JP@(A, B)j < 1 -’ 
-( n,)‘(l-i)-’ 
exp~~l~2WBIl~+2 ITr ABIM). 
(E.15) 
Because of (E. lo), (E.7) is extended as 
P@(zl A, z2 B)’ = det(l- z1z2 AB). (E.16) 
Finally we derive explicit formulas for Pf(A, B) and @(A, B) in the case 
where the Hilbert space XC is an L2-space. 
PROPOSITION E.4. Let (X, ,u) be a measure space and A, BE 
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Zz(L’(X, dp)). Let A(x, y) and B(x, y) be an integral kernel of A and B, 
respectively. Then 
where Pf((A(xi,xj))l,i,j~2~ > denotes the Pfaffian on the indices i, j= 
1, . . . . 2n. 
Proof: We need only to show that 
1 
(V-P) (4 w  = (2n!) - “’ Pf((A(xiYxj))l<, C2n 5 5 }Pf((B(xi,xj)),.i,jC*nf 
.44x,) .~.dl.~(x,,). (E.17) 
Let kLN be an orthonormal basis of Lt=,,(X, dp) and S = {j, , ,.., j,,} E 
N,,j, < ... <j2n. Then it is easy to see that 
Pf(A,)=$$ c 471) j...~~(x,l,,,x,,*,)~..~(x,,2,,-l,,x,,,,,,) 
nE.95” 
.ej,(Xl)ej2(X2)...ej,"(X2,) 
~44x1)~~~44x2,). 
Hence 
We note that the factor C,,, E(~~)E(o)(...) on the right hand side is sym- 
metric with respect to all permutations of (jr, . . . . j2,,). Therefore, the sum 
Cj, < i jzn on the right hand side can be replaced by ((2n)!) -I CT ,,,,, jzm. 
Then, using the fact that { ej, @ . . . @ ej2.}jl,,,,, j2n is a complete orthonormal 
system of L’(X*“, 02” dp), we can obtain (E.17). 1 
Let 0~ fl< cc be fixed and let A E Y”(L2([0, /?I; XC)) be an integral 
operator in the sense that 
(N(t) = 1: A(t, s).f(s) & fe L’( co, PI; 8.L (E.18) 
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with a &XC)-valued measurable function A(t, s) on [0, fi] x [0, /I], where 
the integral is taken in the strong sense. Suppose that A(t, s) satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(i) A(t, s) is strongly continuous on {(t, s) E [0, B] I t #s> and for 
all t E [0, /3] 
s$yA(t, t+&)=A(t,t+o), s-FzA(t$c, t)=A(t+O, t) (E.19) 
exist. 
(ii) Define 
A(& 3) for s#t 
AAt, s) = 
A(t, t+O)+A(t, t-0) 
(E.20) 
2 
for s=t 
and 
I A(t, s) for t#s AL(f, s)= 
A(s + 0, s) + A(s - 0, s) 
(E.21) 
2 
for t = s. 
Then for all U, DES, the functions (u, AR(t, s)u) and (u, AL(t, s)u) are 
bounded variation as a function of t with fixed s and of s with fixed t. 
(iii) 
SUP IMt, s)ll < ~0. (E.22) 
I,SE c0.m 
Let BE Y”(L2( [0, B]; XC)) be of the form 
@f)(t) = B(t)S(t), .l-e L2( co, 81; %I (E.23) 
with a B(XC)-valued, strongly continuous function B(t). We assume that 
for all tE [O, j?], B(t)eYl(Xc) and 
s 
B 
ll&tNl I dt < ~0. (E.24) 
0 
PROPOSITION E.5. Let A and B be as above. Suppose that AB, 
BA E 9l (I,‘( [0, 81; x)). Then 
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.Pf((A,(si, Sj)ek,3 ek,,)l <i,,<h) 
.Pf{([B(si)+B(Sj)]ek,/2,ek,)l~,,j~z,,}, (E.25) 
where {r, > ,“= , is an orthonormal basis of SF and s2, , = .szi = tj, j = 1, . . . . n. 
The right hand side qf (E.25) is basis independent and A, can be replaced 
by A,. 
Remark. By virtue of conditions (E.22) and (E.24), the factor 
ck,,....k,,~~“.~Cdt,“‘dt,(“‘) on the right hand side of (E.25) is inde- 
pendent of the order of taking the summations on k,, . . . . k2,1 and the 
integrals on dt I, . . . . dt,,. 
ProoJ The method of the proof is similar to that of Proposition E.4; in 
the present case, we take 
{f,(t)e,Im=O, 1,2 ,..., n~Nj 
as an orthonormal basis of L2( [0, b]; S$) to express ef (As) and Pf (B,s), 
where 
2 
foCt)=-$, .fi, ,(r)= Bsin-j-, m3 1, ,i 
2nmt 
2rtmt 
f*,(t)= -cos- J 2 
P B’ 
m2 1, 
and then use the theory of Fourier series. We omit the details. 1 
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